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WHITETAIL QUICK.
THE ALL-NEW FULL-SIZE TUNDRA. It's a whole new species of half-ton. One like you've never seen before.

The available 5.7L V8 delivers 381 hp and 401lb.-ft. of torque, so the Tundra's not only quick, but strong. In fact, with

up to 10,800 lbs. of towing capacity 2 it's a regular beast of burden. And the TripleTech'"frame, available 10.5-in.

ring gear and other features all make it one of the toughest creatures out there. Isn't it time you saw for yourself?

Find out more at toyota.com
Proud Sponsor and
Official Vehicle of

the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Foundation.

GRIZZLY TOUGH.
THE TRUCK THAT'S CHANGING IT ALL.

Ccvemnment Pcations
Texas Sta:e Xocuments
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2007 Trailer Boats' Tow Vehicle of the Year. Trailer Boats tested T
*{ five 1/2 ton pickups head-to-head, evaluating both towing and 4I

non-towing performance. When the dust finally settled the judges j4x2 Regur

awarded the Trailer Boats' Tow Vehicle of the Year honors to the el Beore1towin
Toyota Tundra Double Cab SR5 4x4, powered by the 5 7L i FORCE V8 a vehir eolow a

p y ear ® Veicleshow

V" if 4

'4x2 Regular Cab Long Bed winh 5.71 Vs when. proper ly equipped.

"~ '"e~-5s*~..sdi'a
4

e~s

N

'If'-

Bfrtoig, confirm your ve hircle and tr aler are compatible; hooked up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not e xceed any Weight Ratings
and follow all instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on the total weight of any cargo, occupants and available equipment.
Vehicle shown with available equipment. e2007 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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In the Field
E. DANKLEPPER spends a considerable amount of

time hauling a bacloack across the Big Bend country. Occasion-

ally he travels fartdFer (and lighter) to other regions of the state.

In this issue, he explores Lake Falcon, along the border in South

Texas, and the ruins of Guerrero

Viejo in Mexico. A frequent con-

tributor to Texas Parks & Wildlife

magazine, Klepper writes articles,

books and essays on the outdoors,

adventure sports, cultural and nat-

ural history, and the arts. He also

exhibits his art and photography at

Klepper Gallery in Marathon.

Klepper is currently writing and

shooting a hiking guidebook,

100 Classic Hikes ofTexas.

JOHN H. OSDICK says White Rock Lake in Dallas is

able to take on many different personalities, depending on the

ight, weather, cr crush :>f people hanging around it. The long-

:ime Dallas wrier has spent many hours biking and hiking White

Rock's trails, lolling on a blanket on its

shores or trying to help it recover

frcm heavy use during monthly clean-

up efforts. Wh: e Rock was suffering a
slow death in the late 1990s before a

major dredging Froject resuscitated it.

"The lessons of White Rock offer in-

sight into the lire cycle cf a lake, and

the effects popdiation g-owth, policy,

politics, anci local activism can have on

lakes in Texas and across the nation,"

Ostdick explairs.

BARBARA RODIGUEZ has been writing
about fooC, travel and style for 25 years, but she's been

enjoying the iazes of Texas since she and her pet duck

visited Possum Kingdom when she was 6. By the time

she visited the akes of East Texas for the first time, she

was more into boys than fishing lures. That is, until her

father wowec her with a day on the mysterious Caddo

Lake. Webbed with Spanish

moss and water hyacinth, it

was worlds away from all she

understood lakes to be. Last

year she wowed her son with

his first outing on Caddo Lake

and found the lake every bit as

intriguing as she remembered.

In this month's story, she

writes about Caddo Lake's

history and mystery and

concerns for its health.
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FROM THE PEN OF ROBERT L. COOK

On Halloween eve, October 30, 1938, in the midst of the Great Depression, millions of
Americans searching for a distraction from their daily toils and troubles tuned in to a popular radio pro-
gram featuring plays directed by and starring Orson Welles. That evening the play was an adaptation of the
science-fiction novel The Waroftthe Worlds, and although the broadcast included a number of announcements
at the beginning and throughout the program that it was all a radio play, the program was performed so that
it sounded like a news broadcast about an invasion from Mars! The actors cleverly played the roles of news-

casters and elected officials frantically announcing that a huge flaming object had landed on a farm in
NewJersey, and then that several large slithery aliens with long tentacles had emerged from the space-

craft and immediately begun the destruction of homes and buildings in the area. The program pro-
duced an immediate, and unfortunate, reaction of fear by listeners, especially in the northeastern states.
It was later estimated that 2-3 million Americans literally panicked upon hearing of the alien invasion,
packed their cars and hit the road in flight, hid in their cellars and basements, or barred their doors
and loaded their guns to defend themselves against the beady-eyed aliens, who were, in fact, total fab-
rications by the skillful actors. It was a huge embarrassment to all, led to many profuse apologies by the
radio company, and resulted in many inquiries by elected officials. It may have also contributed to the
attitude of "Don't believe everything that you hear."

However, I wonder what it will take to overcome our complacency, to shock
us into action when it comes to water -water for people, water for agriculture,

water for industry, and water for fish and wildlife. Would the threat of a bunch
of thirsty aliens who are going to pipe all of our water to Mars wake us up to the

fact that we must do a far better job of using and conserving our freshwater

supply? What if we heard that because of an extended drought that the water

supply for one of our major cities had run out, and that until it rained there
was no more water? And, of course, with such an extended drought millions
of Texans who previously watered their St. Augustine grass would be simply out

of luck until the next major flood event. What if that was the news tonight?

What if it was not a play?

tt

"Wait a minute," you say, "all we have to do when we want a drink of water is to turn on the faucet!

That's where water comes from, right?" Most of us do not know and do not care where our water real-

ly comes from. We continue to act like it is somebody else's problem to solve, like maybe our children
will solve it, but, surely, our grandchildren will solve it. I'm afraid that they will wonder about our "Who
cares?" attitude. We continue to use and waste far too much water. We continue to demand that water

be "too cheap." We continue to talk, and talk, and talk.

Texans are beginning to understand the urgency and critical importance of our water issues. Leadership

is searching for solutions. Do we continue to allow one entity to drill dozens, maybe hundreds of water wells
on one tract of land and pump an entire aquifer dry in order to sell the water to a distant city? Do we pipe

water from the rivers and lakes of East Texas to the thirsty cities west of Interstate 35? Do we pump the rivers
of Texas dry? Or, do we dramatically step up statewide water conservation efforts? Several of our elected offi-
cials have introduced legislation and tried to enact regulations and policies that might help, but because of
our complacency they have not received widespread support.

Don't panic ... but please do get informed and involved. It is our problem. Let's solve it.

E X E C UT IVE D I R E C T O R

Texas Parks and Wildife Department mission statement:

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing
and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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PICKS, PANS AND PROBES FROM

FOR E WORD
Meet me at the lake. It's one of the happiest phrases in the English
language. It brings to mind lazy afternoons of swimming, fishing and dangling
bare feet off a pier. It's amazing the effect that a large puddle of water has on

people. On the water, the problems of the world seem less weighty and laughter
comes easy. Lakes are meeting places, party places and places to find silence. One
of my favorite ways to cap off a day at the lake is to watch the sunset over Lake
Travis at the Oasis restaurant. As the sun blips out of view, the
crowd always starts clapping. I'm not sure exactly what we're

applauding, but it is a heck of a show.
It's easy to forget that recreation is a fringe benefit on most lakes

- not the reason the reservoirs were built. Early on, many were built

for hydroelectric power or flood control, but these days it's mostly
about drinking water. The good news is that there are many ways to

enhance a region's water supply. Turns out that's the bad news, too.

The issues are mind-boggling in their complexity, and every faction
has an expert ready to "explain" how to meet the state's water needs

while protecting the environment.

In this issue, we've tried to sort out some of the key issues with-
out getting up on a soap box or dumping reams of technical infor-

mation on you. The most challenging aspect of pulling together this
year's water issue (our sixth since July 2002) was the fact that most

lakes in Texas are man-made. Whereas many of our earlier water
issues have focused on restoring springs or saving wetlands, with

lakes, there is no natural state we can return to. So we've focused

more on the management challenges faced in our not-quite-natu-

ral land o'lakes.

Every time we do one of these special issues, I find my perspec-
tive changes a little. With the springs issue, I began to see vacant land

not as wasted space or even simply green space - I began to see it as

a giant sponge that cleans water and helps create cool, clear springs.
After completing the wetlands issue, I could no longer drive by the

OUR READERS

LETTERS
KEEP CAMPING NATURAL

want to teach my son the joys of

the great outdoors, but sometimes

this can be a little tough. We recently

went on a camping trip. It started off

great on Thursday. We got camp set

Out of all the families I
saw, half were not taking
advantage of the beauty
that surrounded them or

the precious time they
could be spending with

their families,

Stephanie Moreno
Fort Worth

seemingly empty marshes between Houston and Galveston without envisioning

the vibrant life that thrives just out of view in shallow nurseries.

And now I see lakes with new eyes. On the surface, they're fairly easy to under-

stand. Lakes are an integral part of Texas now, for water, recreation and myriad

other purposes. The next time I'm on the water, though, I will be imagining what

is on the bottom, what was there before. I'll try to envision the Texas that my great-

great-great grandfather, Martin Parmer, once roamed. He was a signer of the

Texas Declaration of Independence, a member of a visionary group that boldly

imagined - and created - a better future for what was then northern Mexico. It

will take a similar kind of boldness to ensure that generations to come can con-

tinue to enjoy a dappled sunrise in East Texas or watch the sun set over a healthy,
glistening lake - maybe they'll even applaud.

R O B E R T M A C I A S

E D IT O R I A L D I R E C T O R
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up, and my son and I

took a bike ride through

the park. Hills were a

killer on old mom's

legs, but it was a beau-

tiful ride. I felt like we

had the park to our-

selves, as not many peo-

ple were there on a

Thursday. My son and

I enjoyed hiking, eating
lunch outdoors, and

looking at the variety of

bugs, mostly caterpillars

and butterflies. My son
was running around

and having a great time.

I want to teach my son
the wonders of the

great outdoors.

On Friday afternoon,

it pained my heart to

see the newcomers arrive at the park.
They brought campers. (What hap-

pened to good old tents?) They

brought TVs. (This gave new mean-

ing to "go outside and play.") They

brought video games and loud

radios. Of all the families I saw, half
were not taking advantage of the

beauty that surrounded them or the

precious time they could be spending
with their families.

Camping in a state park or a

national park is the best time to talk

and spend time with your loved ones.

You don't need all the junk from

home that keeps you separated from
them. When you come to a park to go

: 41
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MAIL CALL
camping, all you need is your

family, recreational gear and

laughs! Go outdoors and spend

quality time with your family. Take

the time to teach children about the

outdoors and how to conserve and

take care of what we have. I am

afraid that today's generation will

lose the true meaning of camping

or outdoor adventure.

When I go camping, I want my

son to see other children spending

time with their families - bike rid-

ing, fishing, running, hiking,
canoeing. When my son goes hik-

ing, I want him to see the beauty of

nature, not trash. (Teach children

to pick up trash or at least carry

their own trash to the trash can.) I

also want the speed limit signs to be

followed. (There are children bik-

ing and running around the camp-

sites without a care in the world -

slow down. We drive the limit and it

drives people crazy.)

Let's keep camping in the great

outdoors natural and use it in the

way it was intended.

STEPHANIE MORENO

Fort Worth

FISHING WITH DAD'S THE BEST
I enjoyed the recent article "Old

ISchool Catfishing" by Larry D.

Hodge (May 2007). Some of the

best times of my life have been

spent fishing with my dad, other

Soe!h'ud of fo Ma~Li l Cal'I

Let us hear from you!
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine

welcomes letters from our readers.
Please include your name, address

and daytime telephone number.
Write to us at

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine,
3000 South 1-35, Suite 120,

Austin, TX 78704.
Or, fax us at 512-707-1913.

E-mail us at
<magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us>.

Subscribe at <tpwmagazine.com>.

We reserve the right to edit letters
for length and clarity.

THAN|

Year-round sunny skies.

Miles of nature's playground.

The freedom to explore. 1

IMAGINED.

,.... ,.; M. . , S , .i,
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F XA SAl\UST SEE
Th e StatFORALL

SpringsTEXANS!
Texas the State ofWater

Texas the State ofWater-Finding a Balance

Texas the State ofSprings

This series of breathtaking and informative documentaries on the most

important conservation issue facing Texas-water-is now available for pur-

chase on DVD. Two of these special shows were narrated by

Walter Cronkite.

The most recent, Texas the State ofSprings, has just been released. It focuses on

the alarming decline of Texas' natural springs and what can be done to save

them. Also included on the DVD are water-related excerpts from the

award-winning Texas Parks and Wildlife television show.

LCRA works with communities and customers to provide flood

and land management services, ensure clean, reliable supplies of

water and electricity, and promote conservation.

ENERGY WATER COMMUNITY SERVICES

www.Icra.org
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relatives and friends. I have fond

memories of catfishing on the banks

of the Guadalupe River, although I

wasn't an accomplished fisherman at

the time. I took my youngest son,
Brayden Scott, 3, fishing and he

caught a catfish at our getaway place

outside of Smithville.

Thanks for the magazine and the

continued variety of articles along

with the excellent pictures.

MARTIN CANO

Cedar Park

SHOULD WE HUNT ALLIGATORS?
n the May 2007 issue, I happened

upon the American alligator article

("Saving Gator Babies"). I noticed

that it mentioned "The American

alligator is still included on the

Department of the Interior's list of

threatened species." Yet in my city of

Brownsville (and I presume the rest of

the state), the American alligator was

this year made eligible for hunting

and trapping. Why, after them making

a "rebound" from the endangered

species list, would the state then turn

around and let people start hunting

them? It sounds like they still need

time to "rebound." I live on a resaca

in North Brownsville. We have multi-

ple American alligators living and

nesting in our waters, and I think it

would be a shame to have these nest-

ing and breeding animals being hunt-

ed for no other reason than the state

said we can do so. Thank you, and

keep up the excellent work.

ORLANDO S.

Brownsville

TPWD responds: According to TPWD wildlife

biologist Jim Sutherlin, American alligators

remain listed on the U.S. Department ofthe

Interior's list ofthreatened and endangered

species due to the fact that they are very similar

in appearance to other crocodilians around the

world. Many ofthe world's crocodiles are very

much endangered. American alligators in Texas

are a veg good example ofa wildlife species

once endangered, but thriving today. The legal

wild harvest ofalligators in Texas was resumed

in September of1984 on a statewide basis on

private lands. Alligators may only be harvested

from public waters ifthey are being taken from

adjacent private lands or i they have been

determined by TPWD to be nuisance animals.

I
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AT RVOS INSURANCE, WE GET IT.
Remember when a -iustang had four legs rather than four w h els We do. After a 1,
we started serving Texas farmers, ranchers ard hornowners more than 100 years ago.

Long before V8 engines, we were following our founders' visiD i To stand ready to

help fellow Texans in their time of need. And to tais day, it's the driving force behind

everything we do. Come discover why we stand taler in the -acdle than the rest. Call
or visit us online.
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Homo sapiens

Nutrients, fertilizers

AT

Bluegill, green sunfish,
redear sunfish

- E

Threadfin shad, bugs

,* Zooplankton

EAT Phytoplankton

¶\ -~

Duecompnsing matter

Blue catfish chne atfish

Aquatic plants

Lake food chain: Big fish eat smaller fish, which eat even smaller fish and
bugs, which eat even smaller organisms and plants. Catfish serve as the
great recycler, eating just about anything, dead or alive.

O.H. Ivie Reservoir is an oasis at the
edge of arid West Texas, built where the

Concho River turns north to join the

Colorado. It holds 554,000 acre-feet at

conservation pool level. In this decade,
it has seldom been more than half full.

Still, it's an impressive body of water,
and a fine place to live if you happen to

be an aquatic organism.

In 2000 and 2002, anglers at O.H. Ivie

donated five largemouth bass to the Bud-

weiser ShareLunker Program. Each fish

weighed over 13 pounds. The largest, a lake

record caught by Butch Gayle, tipped the

scales at 14.58.

Craig Bonds, a biologist in the Texas Parks

and Wildlife Department's San Angelo fish-

eries office, figures those lunkers were

roughly the same age as the lake. Built in

1990, O.H. Ivie filled to storage capacity in

1992. "It takes nine to II years on average to

grow a fish to 13-plus pounds," says Bonds.

"Those fish were young when the lake first

filled and was full of nutrients."

When Bonds says "nutrients," he means

fertilizer. New lakes are full of it. Rising

waters flood land where grasses and trees

once grew and animals left their droppings.

This organic matter decomposes, releasing

nitrogen, phosphorus and other elements

that stimulate the growth of aquatic plants.

Green plants are the first link in a lake's

food chain, using chlorophyll to grab the

sun's energy and store it in a form that other

living things can use.

12 * JULY 2007
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O.H. Ivie has stands of hydrilla and

pondweed in the shallows. These root-

ed plants provide food for some organ-

isms and protective cover for many oth-

ers. However, most of the food produc-

tion in a lake is done by phytoplankton

-a catch-all term for single-celled algae

and other free-floating plants too small

for the human eye to see.

The next level is occupied by zoo-

plankton, an assortment of microscop-

ic animals that includes rotifers and

water fleas. Zooplankton graze on phy-

toplankton "just like a bunch of cows in

a pasture," says Bonds.

Fat zooplankton taste fine to insect

larvae and other small animals - includ-

ing baby fish. Nearly every species of fish

eats zooplankton at some stage of devel-

opment. As young ones grow, dietary

preferences diverge. Threadfin shad

stick to a plankton diet for most of their

lives. Bluegill favor insects and their lar-

vae. Redear sunfish, also known as

"shellcrackers," have specialized pharyn-

geal teeth for crunching up snails and

mussels. Young warmouth and green

sunfish start with insects, but eventual-

ly move on to crayfish and small fish.

Sunfishes tend to congregate in the root-

ed vegetation. It's where their favorite foods

hang out, and also a good place to hide

from bigger fish that want to eat them.

Largemouth bass cruise the same underwa-

ter jungles, seeking cover when they're

small and hunting larger prey as they

increase in size. White bass tend toward

open water, feasting on schools of shad.

Flathead and blue catfish eat whatever fish

they can catch, and the omnivorous chan-

nel cat, "like the raccoon of the terrestrial

world, will pretty much eat anything," says

Bonds. Adult gizzard shad and smallmouth

buffalo are detritovores, consuming the

leftover parts of dead plants and animals.

Several factors can change the balance of

a food chain. A shortage of submerged veg-

etation means no nursery for sunfish and

the invertebrates that feed them. Finger-

lings that can't find cover may be wiped out

before they have a chance to grow, which

leads to food shortages farther up the line.

Excess vegetation isn't good either: if prey

fish have too many places to hide, predators

go hungry. Bonds says the hydrilla at O.H.

Ivie is approaching the nuisance stage, but

so far, fluctuating lake levels have kept it

under control.

Availability of nutrients is an important

factor. It determines the carrying capacity,

or how much life a lake can support. Older

lakes are less fertile than new ones. Nutri-

ents flow in with runoff from the sur-

rounding watershed, but West Texas has

lived through several years of drought.

Descendants of O.H. Ivie's ShareLunker

bass don't have it as easy as their great-

grandparents did. There are more fish in

the lake, competing for fewer resources. In

2001, TPWD changed the lake regulations

to encourage thinning of the largemouth

bass population. There's no minimum

length limit; however, only two of the five-

per-day bag limit can be under 18 inches.

One law of nature must always be

observed: approximately 90 percent of

the food energy is lost at each step of

the chain. Only a few individuals will

make it to the top.

Predator fish that survive to trophy size

are kings and queens of their domain.

They can go where they want, eat what they

like, and nothing is big or mean enough to

eat them -until some air-breathing biped

fools one into biting on a hook, hoists it

out of the lake and fries it up for lunch. *

-Dyanne Fy Cortez

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE * 13
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What's an estuary?

¶ w /

"It's home,"
says this marine biologist.

"Home" is hardly the scientific term, but the Barataria Terrebonne Estuary, the Louisiana coastal area where the Mississippi

River meets the Gulf of Mexico, is precisely that to countless wildlife species that thrive in the estuary's dynamic blend of fresh

and salt water. It is also home to roughly 600,000 people, many of whom depend on the region's agricultural, fishing and

petrochemical industries. As director of the Barataria lerrebonne National Estuary Program (BINEP) and a fourth generation

Louisianan, Kerry St. P6 is responsible for maintaining the delicate balance of the estuary ecosystem so the region can continue

to sustain those who, like himself, call it home. At Shell, we're happy to help, because much of our family calls the estuary

"home," too. Learn more by visiting shell.com/us/kerr~y
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Kerry St. P6 can trace his fami y's ties to the Ba-ataria Terrebonne Estua-y back to the mid-1700s when his ancestor Pierre

Antoine St.P4 settled in the re; on. The estuary is par of Louisiana's ccastal area where the M ssissippi River meets the Gulf

of Mexico, and while Kerryrs long lineage in the region is impressive, it is not unique for that part of Louisiana. Families that

settled near the Barataria Terrebonne Estuary have tended to stay despite hardship. Mother Nature recently dealt undue

hardship when Hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastated tie area.

As director of the Barataria Terrebonne Nationa Estuary Program (E-IEP), Kerry is chal enged with staving o'f -he continual

loss of the estuary's wetlands Even before the hurr cares, the task was daunting. Now, with more than 35 square miles of

wetlands washed away in c natter o months by two of the most powerful hurricanes to hit the Go f Coast in recent history,

the task seems almost insurmcuntable.

Kerry, however, is staying cn ask. He continues to p-cmote a strategy whereby riverbed sed-mei is transported from the

bottom of the Mississippi aid Atchafalaya Rive-s th-ough a new infrastructure of pipelines and depc-si-ed tc the Louisiana

wetlands to help restore the es-ary's delicate ecosystem After more -han 30 years, Ker-y remains comnitted to the estuary

and its surrounding wetlancs because Kerry unoerstancs, perhaps bet-er than most, how much residents of the region want

to stay, whether those residents happen to be people, birds, fish, :r w dlife.

Shell is happy to help Kerry and others in their efforts to maintain the Bcrataria Terrebonne Estuary cnd restore the Louisiana

wetlands. While our presence in the region doesn't date back to tie 1 700s, Shell has been working in and around the

Barataria Terrebonne Estuary fo- sometime, and like the area's

other residents, we want to stcy.
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To Build a Lake
Athu mba sketch oft e length process involved in getti a new reservoir appoved

A
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Texas Commission on Environ-

mental Quality, usually done

prior to seeking other authori-

zations. TCEQ must evaluate

the availability of remaining

unappropriated water rights in

the river basin to assure there is

still water for the new reservoir.

They must also evaluate the eco-

logical impacts, especially to

aquatic habitats, and especially

for reservoirs larger than 5,000

acre-feet. TCEQ must also cer-

tify water quality and evaluate

dam safety.

With your water rights permit

in hand, you'll proceed to the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

where you can plan to hunker

down for many months of

The process of siting, permitting, mitigating,
financing and building a dam and reservoir is a complicated

affair that can take many years.

The first step involves the Texas regional water planning

process, where planners quantify future water needs and con-

sider the menu of "water management strategies" for meeting

them. Sixteen regional water planning groups representing

river basin stakeholders across the state must first consider and

recommend reservoir sites. Their regional recommendations

then roll up into the state water plan, which is updated every five

years, most recently in late 2006.

The next step is to secure legal rights to use the water you plan

to impound. This means getting a water rights permit from the
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detailed review.

If the site is within or affects

what the Corps considers "navi-

gable waters of the U.S.," authorization under Section 9 of

the federal Rivers and Harbors Act is required for construc-

tion of a dam or dike there. You'll also need a Section 404

permit under the federal Clean Water Act for "discharge of

dredged or fill into waters of the U.S." for that part of the

project that requires filling in streams and wetlands (basical-

ly the dam construction). The Corps usually addresses all

these concerns in a single permit.

Structures that may impact the coastal management zone

must be reviewed by the Coastal Coordination Council made

up of state agencies, gubernatorial appointees and others.

The federal National Environmental Policy Act requires iden-

tification and consideration of all impacts to the "human envi-

ronment." The federal Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act requires considera-

tion of, and mitigation for, impacts to

fish and wildlife. Both are incorporated

into Corps regulations. Other federal

and state laws may apply as well.

The project sponsor (usually a city,

river authority or water district) must

characterize impacts to all "public

interest factors" the Corps must eval-

uate. These include fish and wildlife

and their habitats (all that will be

impacted, not just those within the

river and associated streams or wet-

lands), as well as water quality, eco-
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nomics, flood control, cultural resources, aesthetics, safety,

agriculture and numerous other factors.

Under what is known as the Section 404(b)(i)

Guidelines, the Corps may only issue a permit for the least

environmentally damaging practicable alternative. The

project must also comply with other technical elements of

the guidelines, including no significant degradation of

waters of the country and inclusion of all appropriate and

practicable mitigation.

Mitigation is defined by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency as a sequential process involving, in

order: (I) "avoidance" of unnecessary impacts, (2) "mini-

mization" of impacts not essential to accomplishing the

project, and (3) "compensatory mitigation" to replace

permit is usually processed relatively quickly, and is typi-

cally the last obtained.

While wrapping up the red tape, you have hopefully

attended to financing, because you'll need plenty. The

proposed Applewhite Reservoir (which was approved for

construction but defeated by San Antonio voters), was

projected to cost about $300 million 15 years ago. The

Texas Water Development Board has said Texas needs to

spend $30.7 billion to implement water management

strategies (including new reservoirs, plus other projects)

to meet state water needs through 2060.

At last, you're ready to bring in the bulldozers - if the

weather cooperates. A
- Tom Harvey

unavoidable and non-restorable

adverse impacts to fish and wildlife

and their habitats.

Compensatory mitigation typically

involves acquiring, restoring and/or

enhancing and managing other land

so that its natural ecological func-

tions are enough to replace the lost

functions and values of the impacted

reservoir site. This often requires

acquiring larger areas than the

impacted site and practicing restora-

tion, enhancement and/or manage-

ment so that ultimate conditions are

better at the mitigation site than

before management began there.

Only the difference between the

unmanaged condition and the man-

aged condition can be credited as

"compensatory mitigation."

Corps review for larger projects,

such as reservoirs, requires public

notice to those who request to be on

the review list. This includes review

by federal and state resource agen-

cies, whose comments carry signifi-

cant weight in the permitting

process, especially for water quality

and fish and wildlife habitat values

and mitigation needs.

Successful applicants who receive

the Corps' blessing have one more

permit stop to make: Texas Parks and

Wildlife Department. No one is

allowed "to disturb or take streambed

materials" from Texas freshwater areas

under TPW Commission control

without a "sand and gravel permit."

The commission must find that the

permit will not significantly adversely

affect fish or wildlife, navigation or

recreation. Most of these issues are

worked out in the lengthy process of

obtaining the other permits, so this

Please join us at the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation

EXPO Banquet &
Conservation
Hall of Fame
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SKILL BUILDER / BY EILEEN MATTER

Catching Raindrops
You can save money and conserve water simp jy by capturing the rain that rolls offyour roof

Rain barrels and cisterns are no
longer merely nostalgia-inducing curiosi-

ties. As demand for Texas water surges,
straining reservoirs, draining aquifers

and reducing flowing springs, water con-

servation has become a vital issue.

Effective rainwater capture systems

called guzzlers have been used for years

at Black Gap and Elephant Mountain

- Wildlife Management Areas, for exam-

ple, to support wildlife. Now, captur-

ing rainwater for home garden and

wildlife use is gaining more practition-

ers thanks, in part, to TAMU Cooper-

ative Extension agents who are pro-

moting rainwater use.

Rainwater harvesting involves catch-

ing, storing and distributing rainwater

to use for wildlife and landscaping.

Storm runoff - the rain sheeting off

your roof and driveway heading for

storm sewers - is an asset you can cap-

ture and use. In the process, you help

reduce flooding and stream erosion.

"We are stewards of that raindrop

wherever it lands. If we don't capture

it, it goes downstream," says Menard

County agent Billy Kniffen, a leading

rainwater harvesting advocate. Because

landscape irrigation grabs 30 to 50

percent of urban water usage, harvest-

ing rainwater reduces both the pres-

sure on a limited resource and your

water bill. He points out that Santa Fe,

New Mexico, now requires houses

larger than 2,500 square feet to install

a rainwater collection system.

To begin rainwater harvesting, look at
8the slope of your land and how water

drains offit, the plant and soil types, and

your catchmient area, which usually means

son- wa9-MePe

oyour roof, although it could be a driveway

or tin panels as well. One inch ofrain on

600 gallons of high quality water, which o

adds up in a hurry. (A house's square M
footage roughly equals its roof size.) Exist-z

ing gutters and downspouts help channel
water to containers. M

I8 * JULY 2007



If your soil is sandy or caliche, rain

dripping from the roof or flowing out

a downspout can water a small land-

scape area enclosed by a shallow berm.

Otherwise, to prevent damage to your

foundation, rainwater can either be

captured in containers or channeled

through a ditch or by downspout

extensions to a holding area or a rain

garden at least 10 feet from the house.

A rain garden is a level but slightly

depressed area edged by a 5-to- 8 -

inch-high berm that holds rainwater

for less than 24 hours while it slowly

infiltrates the ground. It is usually

rimmed with native plants.

To make a small-scale, simple rain barrel,
start with a new 32-gallon plastic garbage
can with a lid.

1. Use a 3/4-inch hole saw to cut a hole
about 4 inches above the bottom of the
can.

2. Insert a half-inch plastic or metal
faucet backed with a flat washer and a
rubber washer.

3. Secure the faucet from the inside
with a rubber washer, a flat washer and
then a 1/2-inch PVC threaded coupling
(or metal washer and thin nut).

4. On the lid, cut out a 4-inch by 4-inch
opening.

5. Use silicone caulkto attach a 5-inch
by 5-inch piece of fine mesh nylon
screening from the inside. The screen
keeps debris and mosquitoes out.

6. Cut 2-inch hole for overflow near the
top and attach the nylon screening.

Position the screen of the barrel
beneath the junction of two eaves of a
gutterless roof, at a gutter end or under
a shortened downspout. You can con-
nect several barrels together at their
overflow pipes. Attach a hose to the
faucet and run itto a landscaped area or,
with a drip emitter attached, to a pet or
wildlife watering pan.

Texas Master Gardeners and Master

Naturalists present rainwater harvest-

ing workshops on simple and com-

plex systems with precise tables for

determining your needs and options.

For more information, visit <rainwa-

terharvesting.tamu.edu> or <www

.twdb.state.tx.us> .

Goodbye,weeds.

9llo, tr hy

Serious fishermn know ther-'s a new solttior -or fis:ng

heavily :) ered areas. Lntradac-mg the firs: to-s-on spr:ng

Lure wIh retractide twin hookzs that pop out only

whn a fish strikes It falls s over, stays ir :ze st-ke
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the Texas of the early 1950s. Yes,the roads, cities and other eng

veered infrastructure of the state have exploded along with the

population but the single most striking difference today is the color blue. Tha

expanded color and various shades toward green come from another engineer

ing feat: the construction of reservoirs. Texas, once devoid of all but one or tw(

"natural lakes," now has enough reservoirs to cover more than 5,056 square

miles (3,235,840 acres). In Minnesota, the land of 10,000 lakes, water covers sorm

4,783 square miles (3,061,120 acres). The 2007 water plan for Texas proposes the

construction of 16 new reservoirs covering an additional 246 square miles (157,20

acres). Minnesota, eat our",

These numbers represent not only big

reservoirs, but also small lakes, ponds and

stock tanks. Thanks to an aggressive soil

conservation program, an acute awareness

of drought, and individual landowners who

build their own lakes, we probably have far

more than Minnesota's 10,000 lakes -

sorry Minnesota, second place again. Any-

one who has flown over Texas in early

morning or late afternoon and looked out

across the horizon toward the sun knows

what I mean. The whole landscape can glit-

ter with water. It is a startling realization if

you have never seen it - an engineering

feat worthy of Texas.

All of this reservoir building has helped
insulate Texans from periodic droughts.

The disastrous drought in the early 1950s

was the driving force behind the explosion

of reservoir construction. Other positive

benefits are the recreational opportunities

and economic growth these reservoirs have

created. Texas did not start off with a

nationally recognized big bass fishery - it

created one. Reservoirs, and the freshwa-

ter fisheries they contain, serve as the foun-

dation for a multibillion-dollar fishing
industry in the state. Fishing, boating, ski-

ing and water-related recreation are big

business here, and some of the most

expensive and desirable real estate in Texas

is lakefront property. Many of the state's

busiest parks are located on these reser-

voirs. As an economic engine for the state

of Texas, the development of water

resources is an unparalleled success. The

question is, are we smart enough to know

when we have too much of a good thing?

This is an important question for all

Texans, as we are at a crossroads similar to

the one we faced following the drought of

the '50s. Our population grewfrom 8 mil-

lion in 1950 to 21 million in 2000. Our

water supplies basically kept pace, and the

means of doing so was, at the time, an easy

decision: build another reservoir. We are

just now realizing the true costs of those

seemingly easy solutions.

According to a 1990 report by Roy Frye

(TPWD) and David Curtis (USFWS), the
most current statewide study available,

Texas has lost at least 63 percent of our

original floodplains and some of the most

valuable, hardwood bottomlands, have

been lost to reservoir construction. It is no

coincidence that the best place to grow

these diverse and productive wetlands is

also often the best place to build reser-

voirs. At just 7 percent of all woody vege-

tation and less than 3 percent of land area

in the state, these valuable and diverse

habitats are a diminishing commodity.

Because they are all but impossible to

regenerate in any practical time frame, the

hardwood bottomlands we have left are

essentially irreplaceable.

Willie Sutton, who robbed more than

100 banks in his 30-year career beginning

in the mid-'2os, supposedly responded to

the question of why he robbed banks by

saying, "because that is where the money

RESERVOIR NOT ON
DROWNS THE RIVER
FOOTPRINT, IT CAN SEVF7
ALTER THE 0O
RIVEF
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is." It is the same reason that reservoirs are

build on risers, because that :s where the

water is. Water blocked behind a dam,

where it can be stored or diverted to various

uses -s a valuable asset, but it also means

that wa:er does not fLow downstream. A

reservoir not only drowns the river within

its footprn:, it also changes the quantity

and :iming of downstream lows, which in

turn can severely alter the downstream
river's ecology. The ecological health cf a

river is not just important to an aquatic

biologist, it is important :c you. Your

health depends upon it. Just about every

majcr inland city discharges its wastewater

into a river and their discharge permits

require then to treat their waste only to a

specified level - a level which is typically

not adequate for safe consumption. It takes

additional treatment to make that water fit

for takingito a downstream city's drinking

water systerr. We depend upon a healthy

river ecosystem to provide that nature

treatment. saves as rmilions cf dollars
and helps preserve cur health. We would

otherwise be subject t: polluted and

untreated waters. Healthy rivers that sup-

port multiple recreatcnal cases are increas-

ingly recognized as valuable economic
assets especially in rural communities. The

explosion in development of paddling trails

and river walks over the last several years

gives -isible testimony to that fact.
Additionally that water. if not disrupted

by a reservoir may also flow all the way

downstream and into an estuary. The f-esh-

water ilnflows rom rivers are the lifeblood of

our coastal estuaries, hringingnutrents and

sediments and estabhsLshing the salinity gra-

clients that are the basis of estuarine health

and pr=oductixitr. Texas' multibillion-dollar

recreational and commercial fisheries and

the communities they support depend upon

those -nflows. Dams not only diminish

overall inflows, but they can alter hydrology

just as they dc with rivers. The annual spring

and fay floods deliver much of the benefit of

these inflows t:) our estuaries; indeed, many

estuarmne organ-sms have evolved to depend

on suc-i spring and fall floods. Reservoirs

can ca2:ure some portion of the larger

spring floods and, by holding and then
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releasing water over an extended period,

can greatly alter the ecology of a receiving

estuary. The smaller fall floods maybe cap-

tured in their entirety.

There are no more easy solutions to water

development, although some individuals

and organizations seem not to realize it.

Their first thought when faced with a water

shortage is to recommend, even demand,

that a new reservoir be built. The urgency is

understandable but the lack of forethought

is inexcusable. Texas' population is expect-

ed to double over the next 50 years to some-

thing over 46 million. The water to meet

that demand is scarce but not impossible to

find. The construction of new reservoirs

will be only a part of that solution. A
thoughtful assessment shows that, of all the

strategies, it is but one and not necessarily

the best. Many strategies are available; it is

essential that we weigh the real costs and

benefits of any strategy, but especially the

construction of expensive new reservoirs.

Not a single new major reservoir has been

built over the last 20 years and few have been

permitted. Many in the water development

community have been quick to blame envi-

ronmental problems and "environmental-

ists" for this apparent lack of progress. And,

in fact, during the period following the

reservoir construction boom, essentially

starting in the mid-'
8

0s, that was clearlythe

case. For the first time reservoir developers

and the general public stepped back and

reflected on what had been wrought. It was

mostly good, as noted earlier, but the true

costs were also being recognized. The idea of

mitigating, or compensating for environ-

mental impacts, was considered and incor-

porated into water permits for reservoirs.

No state permits before the mid-'8os had

such provisions. All major permits since

have mitigation provisions.

The late '80s was a bitter time for water

developers. The teams of lawyers and engi-

neers that so blithely sold reservoirs to local

and state leaders hit roadblocks that were at

one time mere bumps on the road. Where

reservoirs were once eagerly sought and cel-

ebrated, Texans began to tap on the brakes.

The first evidence of change was the Little

Cypress reservoir in far northeast Texas.

The water permit was issued after a contest-

ed and often contentious hearing. The

permit included significant mitigation
requirements, but the developers were re-

signed and ready to roll as usual until the

local people said no. Twice, bond elections

were defeated. Voters were not willing to

fund a reservoir for which they could see no

need, one that could be rationalized only by

the promise of selling the lake's water to

Louisiana. To this day, Little Cypress
Reservoir has not been built.

As new reservoirs have been proposed

CONSERVATION IS THE MOS
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ARE BETTER EQUIPPED T F
ER TO MAKE SURE THAT
TURE RESERVOIRS CAN
IIRWATER SUPPLY GOA
D R ECR EATIONAL POTEilt
LE MIN IMlI N6 A DVE P

and opposed from the late '90s to today,

developers have continued and even ampli-

fied the mantra that environmental issues

are derailing progress toward meeting our

water needs. They miss the point. All the

mitigation issues have reasonable answers.

They do have costs, yet they can and do

reduce a reservoir's adverse impact to a level

where they can and have been permitted.

Reservoir proposals like Marvin Nichols on

the Sulphur River face significant environ-

mental challenges, but the real obstacle is

people. Today, the flooding of people's
homes and heritage will face stiff opposition

whenever there are reasoned doubts about

the need for a new reservoir. What many in

the water development community have not

come to realize is that Texans today are

increasingly sophisticated about these issues

and are not tolerant of accepting a fiscal

burden or the taking of their fellow Texans'

land without a compelling reason.

Much has been written in the new state

water plan and elsewhere about the conse-

quences of not meeting our future water

needs as our population doubles. It is most-

ly dire and dark. There is a somewhat

tongue-in-cheek argument that, in fact, we

do have more than enough water to meet

the needs of those future Texans. It is the

water needs of their lawns that we cannot

meet! The serious point being that there

are numerous water development strategies

that should be fully realized before contem-

plating a reservoir. More and more Texans

demand we do so, and it is just common

sense. One of those strategies is water con-

servation. It is the most cost-effective and
least disruptive means of preserving water

for other uses, like keeping riverine and
estuarine ecosystems healthy and produc-

tive. It is a strategy in which all Texans can

participate and, taken together, can make a

significant contribution. The lawn com-

ment is no joke. It is where we waste huge
amounts of water, often to create unrealis-

tic tropical micro-climates in semi-arid

deserts. Think about your own lawn in this

way and I bet you can come up with a num-

ber of ways to save water. All we have to do

is act on those good impulses.

Desalination, water reuse, more efficient

use of groundwater and existing reservoirs,

along with conservation, are a few of the

more environmentally friendly water man-

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE -* 31

agement strategies that can also help meet

future water needs. The 2007 Texas water

plan recognizes that reservoirs are just a

part of the solution and lists some 4,500

individual water management strategies to

meet water supplyneeds that regional plan-

ning groups have put on the table for seri-

ous consideration. Altogether they would

generate some 9 million acre-feet of water

by 2060. Major reservoir construction

accounts for only 1.1 million (12 percent)

acre-feet of that total.

Nonetheless, it is reservoirs that get the

attention. They are a highly emotional issue

for those involved, water developers, envi-

ronmentalists and affected landowners

alike. It makes any reasoned consideration

of them difficult at best. Just mentioning

the names of proposed reservoirs like Mar-

vin Nichols and Fastrill can have folks run-

ning for their lawyers or their guns, and

sometimes both!

If we are to ever have a chance to decrease

the level of hyperbole associated with this

water supply strategy, two things must hap-

pen. The development community must

come to grips with the fact that reservoirs

have real costs beyond those to construct

them, environmental costs that must be

addressed through mitigation. The environ-

mental community must come to grips with

the fact that some new reservoirs are needed

and they must work with all sides to come up

with reasonable mitigation for them. One

avenue to begin that process might be to

identify those sites where reservoirs could be

considered and those sites where they should

not. The original SB i water legislation,

signed into law by then Governor George

Bush in 1997, contemplated this in its
beginnings. By the time the bill was passed

into law, much of that intent was lost and

only some much-misunderstood provisions

for the recognition of ecologically signifi-

cant streams and the designation of future

reservoir sites remained. Designating one

group of sites without simultaneously iden-

tifying the other will not work, especially if

done unilaterally without all stakeholders'

participation. It would not be an easy task,

but it might be the basis, the beginning, of

something positive.
Whether you consider it a curse or a

blessing, the Texas reservoir system is a

remarkable feat of engineering. The key

point for TPWD is that the lakes are here

and they are not going away. They provide

us both opportunity and challenge in meet-

ing our responsibilities. We are better

equipped than ever to make sure that future

reservoirs can meet their water supply goals

and recreational potential while minimizing

adverse environmental im-pacts. Seems

easy enough, doesn't it? *
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the long history of competition for after, the fish that live in lakes

and streams have generally been overlooked. Future competition

for water may become so fierce, however, that failure to consid-

er the needs of fish may be their death sentence. Texas Parks and Wildlife De artment

fisheries biologists, along with reservoir controlling agencies, constantly look for

new ways to manage water levels in reservoirs and stream flows in rivers to try to bal-

ance the needs of people and fish.

The job is far from simple.

Two facts of geography make it so. One: Texas is a vasttable with its top tilted down-

ward from the Panhandle toward the Gulf Coast. Two: Average annual rain fall

decreases as one travels westward in Texas, from about 55 inches near the Louisiana

border to 10 inches or less in West Texas. Texas rivers run the wrong way, from arid

West Texas to humid East Texas. West Texas reservoirs are almost always short of

water. and East Texas reservoirs can dro dramatically during extended droughts,

The drought in East Texas in 2005 and 2006 sent a

wakeup call to fisheries biologists and reservoir operators

alike. Dave Terre, TPWD's Inland Fisheries regional direc-

tor for East Texas, says: "We are used to fairly stable water

levels in East Texas, and lately we've seen lakes where low lev-

els meant we didn't have boater access. As long as there is

water, the fish will be there, but we need to help anglers have

access. If we don't have boat ramps in the water, we won't sell

fishing licenses."

The Sabine River Authority manages Lake Fork, along

with Lake Tawakoni and Toledo Bend Reservoir, and gen-

eral manager Jerry Clark fears the recent drought presages

things to come. "The weather does not always cooperate

with us on its timing on inflows to these lakes. We have to

manage between weather systems, whether it be flooding or

drought. As the population of Texas and especially the Dal-

las-Fort Worth Metroplex grows, we will see increased

demand on Lakes Fork and Tawakoni. Lake levels will vary

more than they have in the past."

Fluctuating lake levels worry people in charge of sup-

plying water for municipal and other human needs, but

fisheries biologists prefer a more dynamic system. "What

fisheries biologists would like to see," says TPWD Inland

Fisheries district biologist Todd Driscoll, "is lake levels

slowly drawn down during the summer to allow terrestri-

al vegetation to grow in the fluctuation zone. Then in

December and January, let the lake rise to flood all that

growth to provide spawning habitat and cover for young

fish. To maximize the survival of fish, maintain water

levels as high and stable as possible through mid-summer,

then start the whole process again."

Historically, East Texas has had rainfall in the patterns

that seem to work for fisheries. "Most East Texas lakes have

some aquatic vegetation, so even when they get low, they still

have habitat that can protect young fish," says Terre. "When

they come back up, the fish spawn and grow like crazy. In

West Texas the droughts are generally longer, but when the

lakes rise, they are like new lakes because of all the vegeta-

tion that grew up while they were down. Then -wow-you

have some of the best fishing in the state."

SRAs Clark points out: "We can't control the rainfall.

The public needs to understand that more storage capaci-

ty - more reservoirs - is the only way we can spread

demand around to help maintain existing reservoirs and

the fish and wildlife habitat. In the longer term, there is

some potential for the reuse of water and the storage of

reused water." (See "Round River," page 37.)

Many Texas reservoirs were financed by cities for water

supply or by power companies for the generation of elec-

tricity, and reservoir managers are contractually bound to

supply their needs first. "We have to meet the terms of

those contracts," says SRA operations manager Donnie

Henson. "Then we can start looking at the recreational

and wildlife habitat needs. We think those are very valuable

things to Texas and the rest of the nation. But the first

thing we have to do is operate to keep the contracts valid."
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uctutin lake levelsworry ob e nch e c
suppiyingwaterfor municipal and other humar reeds,

butfisheries biologistsp e/ a or e dynaric tem.
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Reservoir managers and fisheries biologists h

caught between a lake and a hard place - but there

same wiggle room. Experience gained from the

mint of several reservoirs suggests tha: sometimes 1l

he managed fcr the best interests of both people

wildlife, or at least to minimize negative impacts c

"In the future, I think we need to look at water

people who already own the water," says Bill Provir

of management and research for TPWD's Inland F

Division. "For example, take Lake Fork, the prem

fishing destination in Texas. It has a >ig pipe in it

oth are o allas. They have not used it yet, but someday they wid.

maybe We need to be able to tell them, 'We understand you need

manage- :his water, but this is what its economic value is to fish and

akes cart wildlife.' It may influence them to let us kelp them mar>-

eand age their strategies for using it. Draw-c'cans have short-

in both. :inrm impacts on reservoirs like Lake Fork, anc it's totally

usage by within our expertise to figure out when :hj se impacts

e,need to occur. Ifa city is drawingwater from four lakes, it

Fisheries could avoid drawing all four of them dcvn during the

rmier bass spring spawning season every year. Lake Fork could be

leading ;eft alone during the spring, then drawn down in the fall
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Wa ter must be used for people first, and we
have to work around that through stockirg
and regulations to protectfish.

to let vegetation grow tha:, when reflooded, would release

nutrients into the water for fish to use. Using the ezonom-

ic value of recreation ard fishing on reservoirs to help

negotiate these strategies is going to be very important."

Fishing regulations are another way to minimize the

impacts ofvarying water levels on fisheries, says Bobby Far-

quhar, West Texas regic rmal director for Inland Fish-

eries. "Reservoirs were built to supply water for

municipal or other uses, and we have to be realistic

about the fact that fisheries management needs are

going to be secondary. Water must be used for people

first, and we have to work around that through stock-

ing and regulations to protect fish. For instance, if a

lake has been down a long time and then fills up, you

can stock it and then put a restrictive limit Lke an 18-

inch minimum length on it. That buys you some time

Z when the lake starts back down, because yc.u protect

your brood fish. It's boom and bust in West Texas, and

you have to ride the waves.'

Lake B.A. Steinhage n near Jasper is an example of

the fact that in rare instances, the best way to heal an

ailing lake is to remove the water. A shallow lake main-

tained at a high level for 60 years to aid in hydropow-

er generation, Steinhagen silted up and became

clogged with both living and dead aquatic vegetation,
much of it invasive exotics like hydrilla and water

8 hyacinth. Fishing, duck hunting and other recreation-

al uses were severely impacted. "The lake was in the

primary stages of becc ming a peat bog," says Howari

Elder, a TPWD aquatic vegetation biologist. "The

controlling authority, the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-

neers, suggested draining the lake to dry it out and

allow the vegetation to freeze, then decay. We are hop-

ing tc show that well-timed draw-downs can put inva-

sive aquatic vegetation under stress and perhaps help

control it. The lake is now covered with grass five to six

feet high, and when i: refills, nutrients from those

plants will go back into the system and make it very

rich which will be good for fish and other wildlife."

An unwelcome aspect of reservoirs is that their con-

struc:ion can result in the loss of bottomland hard-

wood habitat. "We do have to mitigate for that when

we bL-ll a reservoir," points out SRA's water resources

manager, Jack Tatum. Mitigation involves creating a

like amount of similar habitat as close to the area

impacted as possible. "We work with the Texas Parks

and Wildlife Department to try to minimize impacts

on fIsA and wildlife. In addition, we feel the reservoirs

don't get enough credit for the fish, duck and other

wildlife habitat they create."

Scmetimes the habitat created is in the stream below

the reservoir. "Across the South in the 1940s and

1950s, a lot of hydropower dams were built, and it was

found that cold-water releases from those dams

caused major losses of the historical fisheries in the

rivers below," says David Schroeder, a former mem-

ber of the board of directors of the world's largest

chapter of Trout Unlimited, Guadalupe River Trout

Unlimited, whose home water is the Guadalupe River

near New Braunfels. "So the federal government
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started a mitigation program that replaced the loss of

native fishes with rainbow trout. The original plans

for Canyon Lake called for a trout fishery in 10 miles

of tailwater supported by a consistent 200 cubic feet

per second (CFS) flow, but the reality was that the

releases from the lake usually diminished to much less

than that over the summer. The habitat was never uni-

form enough to support either a warm-water or a cold-

water fishery."

Working with the Guadalupe-Blanco River Author-

ity, GRTU secured a contract that provides for a 200

CFS release of water from Canyon Lake from May

through September in years when the lake is at conser-

vation level after January 1. ("Conservation level" or

"conservation storage" is the water level reservoir man-

agers try to maintain on a given lake; it is considered

"full" at this level. Reservoirs often are designed to

hold flood waters in storage above the conservation level.

That level is called "flood storage" or "flood pool.")

"Canyon Dam happens to be the only one in Texas that

releases water from the bottom of the dam, where it's

coldest," explains GRTU president Mick McCorcle.

"That keeps the water cold enough to keep trout alive

year-round up to 10 miles downstream." As a result, the

Guadalupe has been voted one of the top 100 trout

streams in America.

It's not just about trout, says Schroeder. "About six

inches of water from the full lake is what it takes to ful-

fill the contract," he says. "The Guadalupe is one of

Texas's premier recreational rivers, and tubers, busi-

nesses in New Braunfels and fisheries downstream all

benefit. And GBRA still owns that water - they can

pick it up downstream and sell it if they want to. That

six inches of water yields tremendous benefits."

"Water is a valuable resource in this state, and its

value up to this point has been mainly based on its

commercial value for municipal, agricultural and

industrial use," says Provine. "Recreation didn't real-

ly have a value placed on it. We have started looking into

the value of our fisheries. One of the first economic

studies we did was on Lake Fork, where it was found

that fishing yields $27 million a year in direct expen-

ditures. That's a huge benefit to the community, and

knowledge of that is a huge benefit to anglers. We no

longer have a sport that's just nice to do - it's one that

brings a significant amount of money to our state.

There are a lot of people at the table wanting their

water - for rice farming, for cities, for industry. We

can say, 'Wait a minute. That water is worth this much

to anglers, and we want some of it, too."' *
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Five hungry men hunker still as sturnps
around a tiny fishing camp grocer's counter A fisherman, his

jumpsuit rasping new, strides in. "I just drove up from Houston to

see the lake," he says, looking confused. "Now, howdo I do that?"

"Well," the grocer says, "just how much of it did you want to see?" The

cramped crowd laughs. Caddo Lake laps the state park boat dock within

yards of where they wait to reel in cheeseburgers, but you can't hear, see or

smell it. For all practical purposes, until you are in boat-launching distance,

the lake remains invisible. That's the thing about Caddo - for al s nearly

30,000 acres, however you approach it, the how-do-you-get-there-from-here

question looms large. The appeal of the lake is as much about its inaccessi-

bility - free public access is limited to two ramps - as it is about its

mysterious history. As elusive as El Dorado, Caddo has never been a drive-

your-Chevy-to-the-levy lake, serviced by scenic overlooks and paved

Go visit and you know at once you can never possess Caddo the way regular vis-

itors feel ownership of, say, Possum Kingdom. Few can claim to know it the way

fishermen and boaters predictably chart a day on Lakes Livingston or Whitney.

Shallow depths, labyrinthine boat roads, moldering duck blinds, falling timber

and flora that blooms, sprawls and climbs at preternatural rates mean the lake

you see today is not necessarily the lake you get tomorrow. Even describing

Caddo is not unlike an attempt to describe an elephant viewed through small

holes in a fence - with the mammoth leaning on the fence. Wide views are hard

to come by; the broadest expanses are seen from the lake. Otherwise you are lim-

ited to peep shows through the humpy knees and elbows of cypress, nets of Span-
ish moss and reflections in amber waters. Observation requires a keen sense of what

is beyond the shaded and slivered sightlines. Your ears are witness to a slosh that

might be a gator or the collapse of a card stack of turtles. A misty early morning scene

wafts into memory even as you watch when the slant of light intensifies, burns off

the fog and dapples the scene. The harder one strives to get an accurate impression

of the lake, the more one realizes that like a David Hockney painting the big pic-

ture is in fact thousands of tiny snapshots.

Separating Caddo's myth from its

reality is equally difficult. Though con-
sistently labeled the only natural lake in

Texas, it's not (although it is the largest

and maybe the only one with public

access). Unlike most Texas lakes it is a

lake with a past, albeit one shaded by

ra--

tall tales and time. Where and when did

it all begin? As with all creation theories

there is no consensus. Some say that in

the beginning there were earthquakes.

Others tell of a Great Flood borne of a

Great Raft leading to a Big Bang - of

sorts. Then there are those who claim it

all began with the Fairy. The unknow-
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able is central to the ongoing a:tract en

~f the vast wetland thiat is actually a maze

bayousu, bogs sloughs anc. backwaters

w sprawling along tne 3corder between
Harrisorn and Marion counties in Texas

and Caddo Parish in Louisiana.

The Earthquakes

The Caddo, Native American

mound-builders, believed the lake was

CT birthed by ficods swelled. by earth-

quakes. Recorded history testifies that as

recently as 1811 a series of ear:hquakes

around New Madrid, Missouri, mLri-
Mled anco twisted the earth as rar as tne

Pineywoods, whip-cracking rivers into
new courses. Even :oday plenty of [aike

E cdwellers believe these temblors pooled

waters into Caddco Lake. The ancient

cypresses that lend :he la~e its distinctive
8 character know -he full truth hut

they're offering only~ one hint: a cypress
seed will only roct in water. The age

S rings of the cyipresses :hat wash their

-knees in the C ddc give witness to a pcin-
U, mordial puddle here as lor-g as 400-

6o0 years ago.

Fk-
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The Flood
Many geologists believe that the mod

ern ake is the result cof a behemoth log

jam on the Red River. The logs that

bobbed, lolled and banged themselves

into a mind-bc ggling 100o-mile geo -
meti ic construction known as the Great

Raft were described by the government-r

commissioned Freeman- Custis explor-

atory expeditions in 180o6 -five years
before the Madrid earthquakes. The

fallen trees, wedged impossibly tight
between the banks of the Red River near

the present site of Shreveport, swelled

all connected waterways. By the 1840s

Big Cypress Creni was deep enough to
invite serious navigation, and the brief

but glorious era of steamships huffing\
from New Orleans to Jefferson began.

The fate of the log jam holds the most x
water in the tale of Caddo's genesis. In

1873 the Army Ucorps of Engineers

blew the raft to bits in a Big Bang that

pulled the plug on Cypress Bayou. The

lake left behind :s. selc cm deeper than

4 to 6 feet and :hanges character from
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season to season. In the winter, it is

window-glass clear as vegetation dies

off and settles; in the summer, water

that isn't heavily traveled is carpeted

in the shady greens of spatterdock,

duckweed and hyacinth. Where sedi-

ment is suspended the water is the

color of steeping tea.

The Fairy

But let us not forget one last con-

tributor to our tale. Before the earth-

quakes and the Great Raft, there was

the Fairy. Fairy Lake. On its glistening

footprint, hundreds of years before

quakes or raft, some say the Caddo was

born when the Fairy and Sodo Lakes

flooded (today less romantically known

as the Ferry and Soda Lakes).

The Certainty

Over the years Caddo Lake, the sec-

ond-largest natural lake in the south,

has wallowed from about 27,000 acres

to an oozing 40,000 acres (half in

Louisiana). The lake's popularity and

the sanctity of its ecosystems have waxed

and waned with its depths. When the

Caddo Indians sold their land and

moved away in 1835, an era of indus-

trial exploitation began. Sawmills set

to grinding away the coveted first-

growth cypress at such a rate that by the

turn of the century the most desirable

timber was a memory. The first over-

water drilling platform in the U.S.,
Ferry Lake #1, was built by the Gulf Oil

Corporation in 1911, producing 450

barrels a day. Oil derricks sprang up

across the water before wildcatters

sought slicker pastures. The oil boom

gave way to the brief, but passionate,

pursuit of freshwater pearls (consid-

ered spectacular even at Tiffany's) until

a dam built in 1914 flooded the mussel

beds. With oil interests gone and pearl

profits drowned, the first efforts to

protect the lake's fragile ecosystem were

launched. A 4
8

3-acre state park built

in 1934 soon seemed a small stand

against the deleterious effects of man-

ufacturing TNT at the Longhorn Army

Ammunition Plant from 1942-97.

Preservation Efforts

Preservation efforts gained momen-

tum in 1993 when The Nature Con-

servancy purchased 7,000 acres to be

merged with the Caddo Lake State Nat-

ural Area (they also own the 1,000-acre

Caddo Lake Preserve.) The same year,

43W
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Left: In 1873, the Army Corps of Engineers bew up tiu l, d ureat hak
lowering the lake level and ending the steamship run from Jefferson to New Orleans.
Right: The first over-water drilling platform in the United States was built on Caddo; more
sprang up across the water soon after.

Caddo Lake became one of 17 U.S.

areas protected by The Ramsar Con-

vention, an international treaty dedi-

cated to the worldwide protection of

wetlands. Caddo's champions appreci-

ate the biological wealth within its

unique eco-niche. It is home to more

than Zoo bird species, 71 fish, 47
mammals and - perhaps most easily

viewed - more than a dozen species of

turtles, including the loggerhead. Flora

includes not only the distinctive bald

cypress, but 189 species of trees and

shrubs, 75 grasses and 42 woody vines.

There are many threatened, endan-

gered or rare species among the treas-

ures, although the attentions of the

lake's suitors show signs of success. Alli-

gators, though not as common as earli-

er, have made a slow crawl back since the

19 6 0s. There is talk of black bears

ambling in, too. Most thrilling are

reports that the ivory billed woodpeck-

er, a whopper of a bird long thought to

be extinct, has been heard, if not yet

seen in the area.
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Still, threats to the lake continue. As the 21st century dawned, the site of the

former ammunition plant continued to draw fire. While advocates of lake

preservation fought to secure the land, the City of Marshall attempted to wran-

gle water rights as an incentive for industrial interests. That the land the so-

called Water Barons looked to develop abutted property already secured as a

national wildlife refuge further rankled the conservationists' ranks. But never

has so small a lake been so loved by so many. The Nature Conservancy has been

joined in efforts to protect the lake by a diversity of defenders. The Caddo Lake

Institute, the brainchild of former Eagles front man Don Henley. has been

working with local communities for the past 15 years. In 2001 CLI joined with

the city of Uncertain, the Greater Caddo Lake Association and the Caddo Lake

Chamber of Commerce as the Caddo Lake Coalition in a fevered legal battle

against the City of Marshall. In 2006 the Supreme Court of Texas reversed the

decision by the Texas Commission on Environm

a water right permit for industrial use. Neverthel according to Rick Lowerre,

olved: 'Marshall can still pur-president of the CLI, the matter is yet to be

STAU dcsobyteTxsC m isoonEvrn

` sue it right i fopc will uso."
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Meanwhile, the ammunitions plant is

being converted to the Caddo Lake

National Wildlife Refuge. According to

Lowerre, about half the approximately
8

,500-acre site has been transferred to

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. He

says much of the balance may be trans-

ferred this year, as remaining portions of

the site are decontaminated. There is

hope that some of the refuge will be open

to the public by this fall. If the wran-

gling over water rights begins anew,

Lowerre predicts the Caddo Lake Coali-

tion will negotiate a resolution that will

allow some industrial use of water, while

protecting the timing and amounts of

instream flows to Caddo Lake.

The Future is in the Flow

Under best-case scenarios it is diffi-

cult for a shallow lake to keep its health.

After the Corps of Engineers built Lake

O' the Pines dam on Big Cypress Creek

upstream of Caddo, the regulated water

flows eliminated floods that had swept

out unwanted sediments, washed in

nutrient-rich topsoil and inhibited

invasive plant growth. Because Caddo

Lake has several other water sources, it

did not experience extreme drought

conditions in the past five years, but

water levels have been somewhat dis-

tilled. Though January's heavy rains

brought lake levels to normal, the lake's

pH balance, oxygen content and heavy

metal contamination (from coal-burn-

ing plants) are long-term concerns.

(Already there are warnings about

excessive consumption of fish due to

mercury levels.)

The good news is that the recent rain-

falls have allowed the Corps and the

Northeast Texas Municipal Water Dis-

trict to explore the effects of systematic

releases of water from Lake O' the

Pines, as recommended by studies

sponsored by the CLI and TNC

through the Sustainable Waters pro-

gram. The goal is to determine how

much water is needed to maintain the

ecological health of Caddo Lake as habi-

tat for animals and plants while supply-

ing adequate water for human needs,

including recreation.

But according to Tim Bister at TPWD

Inland Fisheries Division, water flow

isn't the only reason plants like water

hyacinth have become problematic. Sev-

eral warm winters have contributed to

is.`



overgrowth, he notes. Current condi-

tions allow hyacinth and other non-

native species to out-compete native

aquatic plant species.

An even more invasive non-native

species is a greater concern. Giant

salvinia (Salvinia molesta, a rapidly

spreading aquatic fern, has the growing

power to choke out the oxygen and sun

plants and fish require to thrive. Bister

confirms that giant salvinia was found in

Caddo in May 2006 inJeem's Bayou, in

Louisiana. TPWD treated almost 200

acres with herbicide, but the plant has

since been found on the Texas side of

the lake. "This past winter, a lot of the

giant salvinia that remained in Jeem's

Bayou drifted into the main lake with

high water flows from rain and norther-

ly winds," Bister writes. Herbicidal

treatments will continue, but TPWD

training allows members of the public to

identify, remove and properly dispose

of giant salvinia. "This effort will be

extremely important in the case that just

a few of these floating aquatic ferns end

up in a new location. These volunteers

can remove the plants before they

become a problem. The control of giant

salvinia is a main priority of TPWD."

Back at the camp grocery, the burgers

arrive. The fisherman heads off to a

marina for his look at the lake. Out of

sight, the Caddo continues its cen-

turies-old struggle to survive. To the

casual observer the lake today is very

much the lake of the past, the silver

capes of the wizened cypress rippling on

in stark contrast to the dark hollows of

loblolly, sweet gum, oak and sassafras.

The rogues and wranglers who assault-

ed the lake in centuries past have been

replaced by generations of families who

fight today to keep the lake the way they

say "it has always been." The irony of

course is that is impossible - a history

of dams, industry, drought and invasive

species can't be erased. What matters is

that a delicate balance between man and

nature is established to guarantee a

future for the lake that is with us today.

The fight will be fought by dozens of

champions who sometimes find them-

selves at odds, although in principle

they all want the same thing: a healthy

preservation of the somewhat elusive,

somewhat mysterious character of the

lake they love - even sight unseen. *

us of eradicatior efforts, In Lid-
g9 training volunteers to spot ard
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Na muggy spring afternoon, J.R. Compton walks deliberate-

ly along a greening patch of Sunset Bay shoreline at

White Rock Lake, about five miles from the Dallas urban

core. Unfazed by large piles of dark clouds portending an approaching storm

front, he studies trees above him fluttering with new growth. I }
TH E "'I was hoping to see some woodpeckers that were in these trees yesterday,"
S TAT E

TATEOF he says softly, his curly grey locks mimicking the wind-blown foliage.
LAKES Compton, a regular visitor to White Rock since he attended the University of Dal-

las in the 196 0s, began photographing the more than 217 species of birds here about
three years ago. His Amateur Birding Journal (www.jrcompton.con/birds) brims

with images of both the spectacular and the charmingly mundane of the lake's feath-
ered life. His daily lake pilgrimages are a constant learning process.

Compton is but one of the thousands drawn to White Rock each week. As he speaks,
a woman and her two children flaunt a "do not feed the waterfowl" notice posted awk-
wardly behind a tree, tossing white bread crumbs to a small army of ducks and geese.

A jogger plods by, followed by two whizzing cyclists. Down the shoreline, a fisherman
sits languidly in a cheap folding chair, watching his line.

This 1,100-acre lake, constructed as a water source for a growing Dallas in 1911, has

been called everything from the city's fitness epicenter to its soft soul. The urban pres-
sures that tug at it offer insight into the life cycle of a lake and into the effects policy,

politics and population growth have on lakes in Texas and across the nation.

The lake and surrounding park - home to a diverse population of mammals,

including bobcats, red foxes and minks; reptiles, including rattlesnakes and horned
toads; and amphibians - receive heavy recreational use. Its fervent supporters have

fostered grass-roots efforts, including the White Rock Lake Foundation, founded

in 1989, and For Love of the Lake, formed in 1995. The foundation was a critical
force in a $9 million bond package that helped dredge what was a clogged lake in
1998, and volunteers with the Love of the Lake have hauled hundreds of tons of lit-

ter and recyclables from the lake's shores in more than 100 consecutive months of

second-Saturday spruce-ups.

As Richland College professor and

unofficial White Rock historian Steven

1 Butler describes in his Histogy ofWhite Rock

Lake Park (Poor Scholar Publications,

2004), bison once roamed the creek bot-

tomlands of what would become White

Rock Lake as settlers began arriving in the

1840s. A growing Dallas dammed up the

valley surrounded by tall rock embank-

ments in 1911. People ventured "out in the

country" by carriage to watch the reservoir -

fill, which it did by 1914. When White Rock

became inadequate to meet Dallas water
demands, Lake Dallas (now Lewisville

Lake) was impounded in the late 1920s,

and in 1929 the area received city park des-

ignation under the auspices of the Dallas
Park Board. The lake underwent its first

dredging operations in 1937. President
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SMEECLGSTS WERE

Franklin D. Roosevelt's Civilian Con-

servation Corps undertook several

ROCK LAKE WOULD BE permanent lakeside improvements

COMPLETELY FILLED between 1935 and 1942. Subsequent

WITH SEDIMENT AND dredging in 1955 and 1974 served as

temporary band-aids for the lake.

DEBRIS BY 2034. (For more history, see www.watermel

on-kid.com/places/wrl/wrl.htm.)

Silting problems at White Rock are easy

to understand. The lake's watershed is a

narrow 100-square-mile band along the 30-mile-long White Rock Creek that

stretches from its upper reaches in Frisco through Plano, Richardson and North

Dallas into the lake - the Dallas-area growth corridor of the past 30 years. Water

escaping the lake's spillway travels another eight miles south before emptying into

the Elm Fork of the Trinity River.

As an urban watershed is developed, vegetation and land are stripped off to build

housess, roadways and shopping centers. When it rains, that ravaged soil washes into

creeks and flows into the lake.

In the early to mid-1970s, the area around Interstate 635 (LBJ Freeway) in North Dal-

[as started to explode. In 1970, Plano had a population of17,872; it doubled in size every

five years into the 1980s. By 1990, the city of 72 square miles had grown to 128,713.

About 25 years ago, Frisco had a population of 2,000; by 1990 that number had only

grown to 6,ooo. The population growth rate since 1990 has been phenomenal, with

a 400 percent growth rate over 10 years, making it the fastest-growing city in Texas and

one of the fastest in the nation.

Although it is about 23 miles from the Bath House Cultural Center on the north side

of White Rock Lake to the Frisco Texas League ballpark that opened in 2003, the

explosive growth from the top of White Rock's watershed to its heart has had an enor-

mous impact. And although environmental impact practices have improved in recent

years, the countless wooded areas, farms and ranches scraped and developed to the north

in the past 25 years contributed significantly to the sediment flows, nutrient ranoffs and

erosion problems in the creeks feeding the lake.

In 1990, the Environmental Protection Agency instituted storm water regula-
tions that attempted to clamp down on unregulated storm water flows, but they

were too late to help prevent the clogging of White Rock. When a watershed is built

out, the runoff can increase, which causes higher velocities that eat away at its trib-

utary banks, accelerating silt loading. The City of Dallas has begun armoring the

creek banks to curtail erosion problems.

"Whether it is in an urban or rural situation, watershed managemen: is critical

to water quality," explains Pat Radloff. Water Quality Program Leader for TPWD.
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"It's not just what happens on the shores

of the lake - the quality of the water body

depends on what goes on in its tributar-

ies, and their tributaries."

A 1988 U.S. Geological Services study

offered a comprehensive look at the sedi-

ment entering White Rock. By the 1990s,
the lake's sediment build-up had reduced

the depth at its north end to less than a foot.

Some ecologists were predicting that White

Rock Lake wculd be completely filled with

sediment and debris by 2034.
In 1994, the City of Dallas utilized an

EPA grant to hire Carter & Burgess, a Fort

Worth-based architecture/engineering/

construction management company, to

do a Clean Lakes Study of White Rock to

determine its overall condition.

The study verified the lake's high sedi-

ment levels ansd found that during certain

summer periods its dissolved oxygen could

drop, threatening the fish population. Tests
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for a whole host of contaminants required

under the Clean Lakes Study found none

above action level, however.

A grassroots effort led by White

Rock-area groups won a bond issue to

address the lake problems. It raised half the

money needed to do the project, and the

city committed to provide the other half

out of its operating budget.

An ensuing study involving where to

put the dredged material involved 72 sites

all over the city and some highly vitriolic

public meetings. "We found a site 17
miles south of the lake that was a series of

old gravel pits dug out in the 1970s to

acquire dirt for highway projects to the

north," says Burt Weatherbee, manager

of the company's water infrastructure

unit and project manager. "They were

ripe for being filled up."

In an ironic environmental circle of

life, silt and sediment that streamed from

northern expansion into White Rock

would be pumped back to the gravel pits

that had previously yielded materials used

to build the infrastructure that support-

ed that growth.

A hydraulic dredge, basically a big vacu-

um cleaner, sucked up 90 percent water

and Io percent sediment, and pushed the

slurry mixture down a 24-inch steel

pipeline to the pits, where it was discharged.
After abo-at 72 hours, the sediment settled

out ard the cleaner water off the top was

removed and discharged via pipeline into a

South Dallas creek.

"We ended up filling 200 acres of pits

with four or five feet of sediment,"

Weatherbee says.

The dredging company kept a collection

of items recovered during the project,

including three handguns, two bowling

balls, a ski pole, skateboard parts, and a

host of different house and auto parts used

as fishing weights.

"We determined we could only clredge

about 3 million of the 5 million cubic yards

of sediment in thxe lake and stay within the

budget," Weatherbee explains. "Our gcal

was to try and make as much of the lake as

we could at least eight feet deep. Sunlight

can't penetrate that depth, which hmits :he

vegetation growing on _ake bottom and

provides a ccoler layer of water for fish du:-

ing the summer months. We backed intc a

dredging area, from about: halfway up -he

lake. We dredged ap to six feet deep ofsec-

iment in some areas."

The construction and dredging process

took about rine months, fromJanuary to

September. Altho-ugh his :ompany hopes

that the dredging process will last 20 years,
it's impossible to predict, Weatherbee says.

Re-testing conducted a couple of years

ago found that the lake isr't re-silting quite

as quickly as expected. 'In a small lake,
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re-silting could happen in r0 years,"

Weatherbee says. "On a larger lake like

White Rock, we hoped it coulk De 20 or

more before it needs to be done again.

Now tha: development has been com-

pleted in the watershed, the rate of sed-

imentation is slowing down."

Business is good for Weatherbee's com-

pany, which has completed abou:-17 other

projects in the state since White Rock.

"We can repair some damage, as was

done at White Rock Lake, bu: at what

expense?" says Cindy Loeffler, water

resources branch chief of TPWD's

Coastal Fisheries Division. "We need to

look at tae bigger concept of watershed

management and brush control: If we

had a little preventative medicine going

in, taking care of the watershed to pre-

vent the heavy sedimentation, maybe it

(clogging of White Rock) could have

been avoided."

White Rock is but one puddle in the

state's lake system, and each faces a contin-

uing battle of how, and for what and

whom they are used. The state did most of

its heavy lifting in reservoir construction

after the severe drought of the late 1950s,

with projects ebbing by the 197)s.
"The big water storage lakes in Texas

have a silt build-up factor planned into

them, but many times that is a 50-year

sediment life," Weatherbee says. "A lot of

those lakes are reaching that 50-year point

now, so you are going to have issues as sed-

imentation starts to infringe or the water

supply portion of the lakes."

Whether dams are constructed prima-

rily fcr water storage, power generation

or recreation, however, ever" lake will

follow the same general life cycle. As

years go by, aging effects cause e a lake to

get shallower and more nutrient-rich

until, left uncorrected, it tu-ns into a

marsh, wetland or bog.

In Texas recreational lakes especially,

many water quality, silting and bank ero-

sion problems are linked to the lack of sta-

bilizing vegetation on the shore.

"If he body of water is in a state park, we

encourage them to leave the habitat andveg-

etation around the shore as a buffer for

water quality and soil stabilization purpos-

es, but also for wildlife habitat," explains

Kathy Boydston, a wildlife management

specialist with TPWD who reviews a wide

range of the state's development prcjec- f:r

environmental sensitivity. "We recommend

that when reservoirs or lakes are bult a veg-

etation buffer is maintained around the

lake's edge. It stabilizes the soil and cleans-

es some of the pollutants ou: of the runoff,

and helps create good fish habitat.

Other local conditions may also impact a

lake's life cycle. Cities and mndustr:es cften

dump materials into lakes that accelerate

the growth of plankton. One such material

is point-source pollution, such as d-sclarg-s

from municipal wastewater treat-rent

plants; although the waste is cleaned nn,

some pollutant loadings remain in it.

Another is non-point source pollution.

untreated or less-treated water that rnaes "ts
way into the state's water systems. In ar

urban environment such as the Whi:e Rock
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THIS 1,100-ACRE LAK E
CONSTRUCTED AS A.
WATER SOURCE FOR
GROWING DALLAS I
1911, HAS BEE
CALLED EVERY HI
FROM THE CITY'S
FITNESS EPICENTER
TO ITS SOFT SOUL.

Lake area urban storm water runoff is a

smorgas bord of animal feces fertilizers,

and oil and grease from cars. In a rural set-

ting, noni-por - source pollution could

come in tLe form of agricultaral animal

waste anc- =ert.ilizers.

"Frobably the biggest urresolved polla-a

tant issue right now is what we cal nutrient

loading, -:ie nitrogen and phosphorous

loads that give rise to algae blooms in lakes, '

says TPWD's Radloff, a chems: formerly of

:Le Texas Commission on Environmemal

Quality's wastewa-er regulatory program.

'The tri-A is finding a happy medium in

-anaging wat-er sources for lioch recre--

ational and consumer use Fcr fishervy

managers it's good :o hav a certa-n

amount cfalgve olocm because it is the

primary food source in a lake. Too

mu-Z algae, however, affects the amoun

of rnoney sper :n treating the odor ar_c

:aste problems imn drinking water draw

from a lake."

Despite Wh-- Rock's age and urban

location, 1ine fish population is abundant

and generally free of pollutants, notes Tom

Hungerford, a TPWT fisheries biologist

for lakes in Dallas, Denton, Rockwall and

Tarrant counties (except Lake Ray

Roberts). Motor horsepower restrictions

limit the amount of boat fishing here.

Hungerford's office conducts rotating

fish samples from lakes in i-s district

every fo-ar years. State health services per-

sonnel also identify lakes they want to test

fish from each year.

"The biggest threat to fish populations

today is water demand, and how it leads to

unstable water levels that upset spawning

patterns," he notes.

Texas lakes are highly managed for vari-

ous uses be it for public water supply, fish-

eries management or other recreational

use. Texas has many power plant lakes,

originally created to provide once-through

cooling waters at power plants. Variances in

use can influence how rapidly a lake
matures and what measures are possible for

a variety of ills, from heavy sedimentation to

elevated mercury levels.

"Reservoirs are manipulated water bod-

ies, and the lake cycle depends a lot on how

the reservoir is operated," explains biologist

Dave Sager, a 19-year TPWD veteran with

the Inland Fisheries Division. "InTexas, we

have some reservoirs that rarely fill up, and

everything that comes into it stays in it, and

others that have a great deal of water

released, which can come from down in

the water column or at the surface."

State agencies watch and manage the fish-

eries in Texas reservoirs. The process of

producing Goldilocks' just-right porridge

is a lake-management balancing act: They

try to make sure that nothing cuts off nutri-

ents that enter the lake naturally or over-

supplies nutrients, manage wastewater

treatment plants, ensure people fertilize

lawns in a reasonable manner, and effec-

tively manage runoff of silt and sand

loads from construction

"Urban lakes are much more of a chal-

lenge because things can change so

quickly," Sager explains. "Construction

Projects far out into the watershed can have

a great effect on the reservoir, as do fertil-

izing practices. Many of us fall into the

trap of thinking that if a little is good, more

is better. With fertilizers, that only works to

a point without having ramifications.

Things done individually can have drastic

effects in an urban situation when looked

at in the aggregate."

Making certain tha: urban lake

en-husiasts - from joggers to bird-

watchers - appreciate the importance

of individual initiative is critical to the

reservoirs' survival, even if the particu-

lars of the biology involved may not be

easy for everycne to understand.

"I was photographing a green heron on

the far side of the bridge at the Boat House

recently," Compton recalls. "A runner

came by, stopped, looked, and said, 'Wow,

I've never seen one of those before.' There

are 40 or 50 of:hem in trees there. I know

he runs by then all the time, but he just

never noticed them before."

In protecting the health of Texas lakes,

getting more people to stop and notice is a

large part of the battle. *
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Arturo the gatekeeper steps from the shadow of his
sandstone dwelling into the light of the early afternoon. His simple abode, a blade-sharp rectan-

gle of rocks, lies along tie boulevard >f a Mexican city built more than two and a half centu- es

ago. A coyote skull rests on one of the building's cornerstones. Arturo's dog, roustec from her rap

by the arrival of visitors, appears at the edge of the Tamaulipan thornscrub, then waits patiently

for a friendly sign before approaching. She is shy or cautious, one healthy brown eye avoiding -he

visitors' gazes, one faing bHe ey_ ick ar like a ricocheting marble.

4'-'
/

N

The surrounding countryside is radiant with spring

flowers and berries. Scores of blackbrush have gone

lemon-white with blooms. Their scent permeates the air

in a mask more savory than sweet, a smell that attracts

and repels all at once. Ruby oerries of tasajillo droop from

sticky branches like fly-blown orchard fruit. The ground

around them is covered with verbena.

Arturo instructs his dog to sit and remain calm. Then the

gatekeeper coaxes a young roster from its cage. The roos-

ter struts across the sand and rests fearlessly inArturo's open

palm, posing for the visitor's camera. The gatekeeper begins

to juggle the bird like a scarlet-wattled grapefruit. The

rooster cooperates by hopping from hand to hand. Arturo

holds the rooster aloft by the tail feathers anc. then lets go.

The b-rd drops lightly to tihe ground. This is training,

Arturc explains as he lifts the rooster in the air once again

and then :osses him to and fro, for the cockfighting pit.

A scan of the area reveals a landscape equally at odds with

the routine world; an empty parakeet cage and a deer hoof

hang toge-her from a nearby branch, javelina skulls tuck

into tree forks, snake skins cry in the sun, and tidy assem-

Above: rush nerges from Loke Falcon.
Right: This monument on Falcon Dan marks the

U S./Mexico border. Caposite page: The remains
of Nuestra Serora del Refugio cathedral.
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blages of rubber and tin teeter in cartoon-like pillars. But

most surreal are the myriad stone facades lining the boule-

vard and the intersecting avenues that cross-hatch the

horizon. As far as the eye can see, architecture collapses in

heaps of square-cut blocks, barrel segments of stone-

carved pillars, and remnants of lintels, pediments, key-

stones and voussoirs. Other structures stand erect and

intact, some with rusticated walls beneath peeling stucco,

others with prickly pear cactus growing from their cornices.

Homes, shops, cemeteries, plazas and a cathedral all sprout

from the thick vegetation, Pompeii-like, in a visage of

ruin. But it wasn't a natural disaster that reduced this 250-

year-old community in the Mexican state of Tamaulipas to

a surrealist's rubble. It was, instead, the construction of Fal-

con Dam and a slowly rising tide of water.

Devised and built jointly by the United States and Mex-

ico pursuant to the Water Treaty of 1944, the Internation-

al Falcon Dam and Reservoir project was put in place to

provide flood control, water conservation and hydro-

electric power to communities on both sides of the lower

Rio Grande. The rolled, earth-fill embankment dam,

with its maximum base-width of 1,ooo feet and a height

of150 feet above the river bed, was designed to hold back

more than 2 million acre-feet of water. But in doing so,

almost 115, ooo acres of the Texas and Tamaulipas land-

scape were submerged. Shortly after the completion of the

dam, reservoir waters inundated ranches, farms, ripari-

an habitat, rural homes and, in fact, entire towns on both

sides of the border. The original Texas communities of

Zapata, Falcon and Lopeno went under as well as much

of Arturo's charge - the beautiful Spanish colonial town

now called Old Guerrero.

Arturo invites the visitors into his unlit dwelling where

the sun shines as mid-day shafts through cracks in the

windows' wooden shutters. Twilight illuminates the rust-

ing works of a kerosene lantern and the shed skin of an

indigo snake that hang together on a nail. Pieces of a

wooden wagon lay across the floor. The abode is part res-

idence for Arturo and his animal menagerie and part

showcase for fading newspaper clippings and graying pho-

tocopies that tell the story of Guerrero's watery decline.

Established in 1750, Guerrero was once a vibrant urban

center of trade with more than 25,000 citizens. The

town, originally named Villa del Senor San Ygnacio de

Loyola de Revilla and built near the Rio Grande at the

mouth of the Salado River, was renowned for its Spanish

Colonial art, enterprise and architecture. In fact, Guer-

rero was considered a key link in the compelling history

of the entire Lower Rio Grande Valley due to its location,

age and considerable beauty.

"Guerrero is a fine looking and well constructed town,"

a member of the Somervell Expedition observed in 1842.

"The houses are built of a kind of marble or stone, with

flat roofs, surrounded by a wall. The streets and public
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BIG MUSTACHES FISHING

INSIDE THE CHURCH. THEY W0ULD
CAST THEIR LINES WHERE THE

PRIEST USED TO STAND."

- former Guerrero resident Dona Julia Zamora
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squares (of which there are two) are well laid off, and the

whole place presents an appearance of elegance and neat-

ness. There is one cathedral in the place and several large

public buildings. The inhabitants have fine gardens and

throughout the place there are numerous groves of orange

trees, that give it a most luxuriant and smiling appearance."

Arturo disappears behind a blanket-hung doorway and

retrieves a stack of dog-eared papers. He returns and shuf-

fles through the archive of photocopies and articles that

document bits of Guerrero's history and its ultimate

demise, pausing occasionally at the visitors' request. The

images of Guerrero's classic cathedral, Nuestra Senora del

Refugio, submerged halfway up her portico arches and

relegated to a slow deterioration are painful to view.

"There were Americans with big mustaches fishing

inside the church," Guerrero resident DonaJulia Zamo-

ra recalled in a 2001 interview she gave to The Brownsville Her-

ald about the consequences of the Falcon project. Zamora

remained in Guerrero after the completion of the dam,

living above the water line for several decades after the

reservoir inundated most of her community. "They would

cast their lines where the priest used to stand."

But the most compelling image of all is one of a boy,

barefoot and shy, pausing for the camera along a bustling

Guerrero boulevard in its early 20th century heyday. The
photograph highlights just a brief moment in an entire

personal history, providing a glimpse into one of thou-

sands of stories now lost, and serves as a reminder that the
real cost of progress is often our own past.

The destruction of Guerrero compromised efforts

to formulate a complete picture of the southern Rio

Grande River heritage. But Guerrero's demise would

end up being just one of many consequences resulting

from the Falcon mission to capture and control the

waters of the Rio Grande.

Through the eyes of a hydrologist, however, an
overview of the region's topography illustrates why the

area made such a good choice for flood control and

water conservation. The confluence of Mexico's Sala-

do River and the Rio Grande lies at the region's cen-
ter. In addition, veins of major and incidental

drainages lace the countryside on either side of the

reservoir site. Flowing into the Rio Grande from both

U.S. and Mexico are the many arroyos christened after

the region's attendant flora and fauna: Arroyo

Huizache in honor of the saffron-flowered acacia trees

that bloom throughout the countryside, Arroyo Coy-

otes for the proliferate scavengers, and Arroyo del

Tigre Chiquito for the little tiger, or jaguarundi, that

once hid in the thorny mottes. The arroyos collect the
region's rainfall then channel it into the river, thereby

replenishing and refreshing Rio Grande waters. And

before the existence of Falcon dam, the network also

contributed to massive, devastating floods.

DIRECTIONS TO OLD GUERRERO
(ANTIGUA GUERRERO VIEJO)

Round-tip dis tcis approxitey 60 miles from Falcon State Par into Mexico
ad bck.A high-cearance 4-wheedriv veice is recotmmended

e ruins cre exesive likinghboots,w wtr, food, catmera and hinocutdr are
mmen ded. Wach fore vnornots snakes. Mountain bies are wcone A
mlfeei requre to view the ruins.

Be suro eck oithe lats identification requirements for 'rossig th U.S.
hode into Mxico andbac via automohile A ee may be rie fromh

exican checkpoin forre entry. lo * lrsa a accetod

gThes arougte wray (apprximpey heh yo ars tr ca'tte gurdsm Paaeo
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The cycle of inundating floods and crop-killing

drought was the bane of farmers, ranchers and the

myriad communities along the Lower Rio Grande Val-

ley throughout the 19th and first half of the 20th cen-

turies. The creation of the International Falcon Dam

and Reservoir was, by federal declaration, the solution.

Construction was completed just in time, in fact, to

arrest the damaging waters of the historic flood of

1954. According to a report published in the SanAnto-

nio Express on July 1, 1954:

"Were it not for Falcon Dam, the present blood would

have probably rolled into the Rio Grande Valley at a peak

rate of 300,000 to 400,000 cubic feet per second, as

compared with the 198,000 cubic feet per second rate at

which it moved in the all-time record flooc of 1932. In

1932, the valley floodway system was overtaxed to such an

extent that it broke down. Only a modest stretch of the

imagination is necessary to picture what might have hap-

pened this year without Falcon Dam."

Despite the promise of flood protection, the project

initially generated considerable local controversy due to

the fact that towns, homes, farms and ranct-es would be

destroyed. But much of the controversy subsided along

with the 1954 flood waters. New sites had been chosen for

community relocaticns, and construction of new civi:

buildings, hermes and schools had begun. Compensation

was negota ec for losses of farmland, ranches and busi-

nesses despite Eureauratirclashes with the realities on the

grouniL And no: surprisingly the character of the times

perhaps racre than any otier factor brought resolution ti

most d.spuces 'as well as :he somber fact that ever.-hing

had disappeared under 100 'eetofwater). It was, af-er all,

the 1950s. Yse ccu-ties irvolved were predormiarty

rural N-th little ifluence. tae impact to the population

directly afTected was considered incidental when com-

pared to h= reeds of the growing urhan and agricdltur-

al corrn-nties downstream, and the project had the
imprinaltur cf-the two countries' mos: powerful indiv-

uals - their presidents. Attending the dedication ce-e-

monie were ooth Dwight D. Eisenhower and President

Adolf: Ru_7 Cortines cf Mexico, leaving little dcubt in

the publi: mind that the -uilding of Falcon Dam and the

creation of the resevc--r wrought compelling conse-

quences -Dr both the citizens and -heir nations.

"M: re than a muce monument to the ingenuity of

engineers, t-e Falcon Lam is a living testimony :o the

unde-str fading and cooperation binding our two peoples

... More meaningful and powerful ban all the energy i-

shall gener=_te is the fre for common good whicn we

have fount in this cooperation." Eisenhower proclaimed

"Electric power will replace muscle power.' Fres-

iden: Cortines responded. "The life-giving and

indispensatle waters, now under :ontrol, wll make

the sewn fields fertile "

In reality, the Falc:.n cro-ect failed to become an ener-

gy powerhouse. The average total kilowattage generated

per year fcrthe United S:ates serves about 3,800 h.ouse-

holds. Nor have the fiels irrigated by the reservcir waters

beco-rie any-more fertile than :hose submerged. Hcwev-
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er, according to the International Eoundary and Water

Com-nission - the federal agency charged with applying

the terms of boundary and water treaties between the

United States and Mexico - the benefits of Falcon flood

control exceeded $i00 million by 1986.

But the price paid for these benefitss included the loss

of :Querrero as well as hundreds of historic and prehistoric

site that disappeared under the reservoir's waters. These

sites comorisec a wealth of artifacts and information that

would have provided iraportart benchmnarks in under-

stand-ng the Rio Grande Valley's past. Unfortunately.

federal regula-ions requiring a-chaeological assessments,

and site preservation did not exist in tae 1950s. Thus, a

significant chapter of Texas and Tamaulipas history was

los: for good. Or so it was thought

In the mid-199os severe drought and the drawdown
from subsequent water reeds downs-rearn reduced Falcon

Reservoir depths to unanticipated levels. Suddenly the

remains of Guerrero as well as p:eh-storic burial mounds,

lithic scatter, artifact-filled midcens, h-storic ranchitas and

old towns-tes reappeared in the shalfows Histcrians have

since been battling to protect and preserve the contents

and he integrity of these exposed sites. Archaeologists and

anthropologists nave had to contend with thef, funding

issues anc bureaucratic recalcitrar_ce in their efforts to

laun& a full-scale protection and assessment program. In

addition, variable reservoir levels cause these sites to

appear and disappear according to fLoocgate release, fluc-

tuacing river flow and downstream water usage. Most

unfortunate cf all, these sites have been routinely dam-

aged by the wors: possible factor- lcotirg. As a result, Rio

Grande Valley history continues to varnsh.

Arturo leads the visitors back out into the sunlight then

removes a key from his key ring ant plates it in an out-

stretched palm. "Para la Catedral," he says. The church is

still a beaut-ful place to see, Arturo insists, despite the

water's destruction.

The iron ga:e has been forged during a more contem-

porary age as have the satin and glitter images of the Vir-

gin of Guadalupe and he bundles of plastic flowers that

res: upon what was once the altar. But the mammoth

sandstone colonnades lining the nave and the enormous

ha-ner-beams that support the roof leave little doubt

tha:Nuestra Senora cel Refugio is a survivor from anoth-

er time. Wooden places serving as pews line up in rows

before the presbytery. suggesting a recent gathering of

parishioners and offer testimony to the cathedral's

rebL-th. In fact, the tile floor of the entire church has been

swep: clean. Dried mud and stone debris have been mar-

shaled together with a simple straw broom, then relegat-

ed to a shallow sinkhole in the flcor. Tze broken tiles of

the sinkhole form a funnel that collapses into the earth as

if some gian: plug had been pulled and all of the reser-

voir's waters that onze filled the cathedral and the sur-

rounding town had drained away just here at this spot, in

the choir floor.

The ultimate fate cf Nuestra Senora cel Refugio as well

as the future of hundreds of important archaeological

sites that appear and vanish in the ebb and flow of Falcon

Reservoir waters have yet to be determined. In many ways

it is up to Texans and Tamaulipans, to the needs of farm-

ers, ranchers and municipalities both upstream and

down, and to the triumph of a belief in preserving the past

over focusing only or_ the future. Bu: perhaps the final

decision will be made by the force that first inspired the

region's settlements and the descinies that followed, a

force hat continues :o shape the lives and the land that she

rules with power anc influence despite our efforts to

bring it under our cor-trol, a force we once were proud to

proclaim as mighty - the Rio Grande *
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By Wendee Haltcamp I

OFF-CHANNEL RESERVOIRS CAN HELP MEET WATER
NEEDS WHILE CAUSING LESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPA T

THANDAMS THAT HALT RIVER'S FLOW.
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ki:k off my sparkly flip-flops and
slip my feet into the trusty ol' black

rubber boots, pulling them over my

jeans. "Ever, good woman should

have a pair of black rubber boots in

her trunk," I say to the trio of Bra-

zos River Authority guys - John
Hofrnanr_ John Dickson and David Whee-

lock. They have brought me out to Al ers

Creek, the site of a proposed off-channel

reservoir, and the ground remains muddy

anc wet after recent rains.

We head through rush, cedar elm and

hackberry trees, on down to the creek. Thick

poiscn ivy vines wind around large trees,

and as we get nearer, a couple of turtles
plunk into the creek from its banks. Aliens

Creek flows muddy brown, its water roiling

and swirling around submerged tree limbs.

"That is a ginormous oak," says Hofmann

as we gaze up at its gnarled and thick trunk

Hofmann works as manager of the central
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and lower basins of the Brazos; and

Aliens Creek flows into the lower basin of

the Brazos, 133 miles upstream from the

Gulf of Mexico and west of Houston.

"Will the tree get drowned by the

reservoir?" I ask. "I'm worried about

the tree."

They orient me with an aerial map.

We stand just a quarter of a mile

upstream of the confluence of Allens

Creek with the Brazos, and just outside

where the levee will get constructed.

The earthen levee across Allens Creek

will create an off-channel reservoir

that will flood roughly 9,500 acres of

land - mostly farm fields. Once fully

approved, the reservoir will most like-

ly get built around 2018. And the huge

oak tree is safe.

Off-channel reservoirs have become

a popular option for Texas water plan-

ning, and have been lauded as less eco-

logically harmful alternatives to tradi-

tional on-river reservoirs. Not only are

most off-channel reservoirs smaller in

total size, they should cause fewer

impacts to aquatic life in the main river.

However, they are not without impact.

"In general, TPWD prefers off-

channel reservoirs to new, on-chan-

nel reservoirs because the impacts to

fish and wildlife are less," explains

Cindy Loeffler, TPWD Water

Resources Branch Chief. "Impacts to

aquatic ecosystems - rivers, streams,

bays and estuaries - are less since not

all flow is impounded, as is the case

with an on-channel reservoir."

Traditional reservoirs dam up a

river's main channel. This prevents

fish and aquatic critters from migrat-

ing downstream and changes a river's

natural dynamics. A dam also keeps

much-needed fresh water and sedi-

ment from flowing downstream, where

ANATOMY OF AN OFF-CHANNEL RESERVOIR

WHEELER BRANCH RESERVOIR
(UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
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Right: The original site of the Allens Creek
Reservoir, Alligator Hole, will now be pre-
served, as the plan has been altered to save
the wetland. Bottom: The proposed site for
the off-channel reservoir on Allens Creek.

they would otherwise reach the estuary
at a river's mouth.

In contrast, an off-channel reservoir

requires building a dam or levee on a

tributary - a smaller creek, stream,

bayou or branch that flows into the larg-

er river. To keep such a reservoir filled to

capacity, water must be pumped in from

the main river, because tributaries do not

typically have enough water volume flow-

ing through them on their own.

Since Senate Bill i passed the Texas

legislature in 1997, 16 regional groups

have started planning for the next 50

years of Texas' water, and the Allens

Creek reservoir is one of the recom-

mended strategies in the 2006 Region

H water plan - the region that includes
Houston. It will provide future drink-

ing water for the Bayou City, as well as

water for agriculture, industry and

other uses. Even though Allens Creek is

an off-channel reservoir, it will provide

approximately two-thirds the yield of

the highly controversial proposed Fas-

trill reservoir in East Texas, and rather

than destroying ecologically valuable

and rapidly disappearing bottomland

hardwood forests, it will mostly inun-

date old farm fields.

As we walk away from Allens Creek I

reach down and pick one of the spring's

early wildflowers. "Are there wetlands

that will be destroyed by the reservoir?"

I ask. Dickson tells me that the initial

reservoir construction plan would have

inundated hundreds of acres of high-

quality wetlands in a spot called Alliga-

tor Hole. A revised plan shifted the

reservoir's location, preserving the wet-

land. "Can we see it?" I ask.

We drive to Alligator Hole a few miles

away. Then only Dickson and I brave

the long muddy trudge in our boots to

the wetland - a seasonally flooded for-

est that happens to have about a foot of
water at the moment. I laugh at the mud

on Dickson's boot, which looks like a
large tree gall. As we walk around, we

discuss how few kids get outside on a
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regular basis to appreciate nature like

this - mud bugs, trees, birds bees and

al- of it. He recently took his preteen

daughter's friend fishing; she had never

teen. I lament how my own daughter

does not have a passion for t1e outdoors

like I do. If the renowned Harvard

en:omologis: E.O. Wilson never out-

grew his "hu; phase.' weE then I never

outgrew rey mud p iase. I love to :romp

around in r-y big blck boots.

Modifying the original plan to Fre-

serve this wetland - ecolog-cally valu-

able habitat that people once consid-

ered nuisan.:e. not splendor - is one

way that the Aliens Creek -project stands

as a positive exarmpe of collaborative

planning. On top of tha-. the Brazos

River Au-hority has :ncorporated meas-

ares to minimize the reservoir's impacts

on the aquat-c ecosystem. Ncnetheless,

any change in a river system's struc-ure

Zan alter ecological function.

"[The planned reservo-r] still is

impacting a q uatic -aoirat on a major

tributary in the lower Brazos," says Kevin

Mayes, TPVD aquatic biologist who

consulted with the Brazos River Author-

iy in developing the Texas Commission

on Environmental Quality water rights

permit. "so there could be important

functions in that tr-butary -hat are lost

because :he dam prcposei is fairly close

tc the conference w-th the Brazos."

Tributaries Frov-de refuges for fish

and other aquatic organisms when con-

d tions in te main river are no: favor-

able, Mayes explains. "A-uatic organ-

isms can use :ributaries to avoid those

harsh conditions due to flood:r-g or low

water or poor water cuaLty. So that s

one thing that might be lost -f trey were

to impound Allens Creek."

The permit granted by TCE Q for the

Aliens Creek reservoir sFecifies values

for low and normal river lows, needed

for the Brazos River to maintain its nat-

ural state of affairs. Rivers, after all. wax

and wane as brought and flood cycle

through the years. The Brazcs River

AL:hority w11 only be a'ole to pump

water :rom t-e Brazos i= enough

remains in the river to meet the water

needs ooth for a healthy aquatic ecosys-

:em and for downstream water users.

'I:'s a significant step forward,' says

Hcfmann, addng that it's one of the

first reservoir permits to pass through
TCEQ since :he i9 8 cs.

Although the Allens Creek cff-chan-

ne_ reservc-r is not yet a surefire thing

- public meetings have to take Flace and

some oermits need to be sec-arid - the

colaborative effort should nay off.

because "everybody's at the table." says

Mayes, "maybe, just maybe, there won't

be any sur-rises at the end."

The Al ers Creek reservoir history

stands in stark contrast tc the heated

:ontroversy ever proposed reservoirs in
Eas: Texas. particularly Marvin Nichols

and Fastr-ll. The reservoirs world pro-

vide water for Region C - which

includes Iallas. and For: Worth - but in

the process will dam up rivers and sub-

merge thousands of acres of bottom-

land hardwood forest.

Region C has some of he highest per
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capita water use, which it projects on

into the future rather than reducing

water waste with effective conservation

planning. A National Wildlife Federa-

tion study entitled "Save Water, Save

Rivers, Save Money: The Potential of

Municipal Water Conservation in

Texas" found that if the City of Dallas

alone decreased its per-person water

use by i percent per year over 60 years,

the city could save roughly twice as much

as the Fastrill reservoir would provide -

conserving more than 200,000 acre-

feet of water per year. The achievement

is not far-fetched. Water conservation

efforts enabled both San Antonio and

El Paso to decrease water use by 30 per-

cent in less than 20 years.

On the other hand, Region H, which

includes Houston, has embraced tac-

tics such as advanced water conserva-

tion, drought planning, brush manage-

ment, naming ecologically unique

streams, and off-channel rather than

new on-channel reservoirs.

Although intensive water conserva-

tion has yet to begin here, it will include

improving the efficiency of agricultur-

al irrigation, conservation in private

residences and businesses, and brush

control for private land.

Within and outside Region H, Allens

Creek is not the only off-channel reser-

voir being considered. In the second

phase ofwater planning, Region H sub-

stituted an off-channel for an original-

ly planned on-channel Little River

reservoir as an alternative water supply

tactic. And in Region G, in north

Texas, the Wheeler's Branch off-chan-

nel reservoir southwest of Fort Worth

nears completion.

Sixty miles southwest of Fort Worth,

I've donned my black rubber boots

again, ready to see another off-channel

reservoir site - Wheeler's Branch, a

tributary of the Paluxy River.

As we drive through this Cross Tim-

bers region of Texas, with its rolling

hills and scattered live oaks, I tell my

two kids that the singer Jewel lives

around here, on a ranch in Stephenville

with her boyfriend, rodeo champ Ty

Murray. I put in her latest CD and lis-

ten to the song Stephenville: "I'm trying to

listen to the leaves speak/ Trying to steal
o

0,



secrets from fishes in the creek/ Trying

to figure out who I am." I bet she's a

woman not averse to tromping through

mud in a pair of black rubber boots.

The Paluxy River flows into the Bra-

zos, and the Brazos River Authority

transferred a 2,000 acre-feet per year

water rights permit to Somervell Coun-

ty Water District in 2000. The off-

channel Wheeler's Branch reservoir was

designed as an alternative to the origi-

nally planned on-channel Paluxy

Reservoir, after a state court overturned

its construction permit.

Kevin Taylor, SCWD general manag-

er, drives me out to see this off-channel

reservoir, which is still under construc-

tion. We walk through some mud and

overlook the basin, which nears com-

pletion. Before long this will be filled

with water pumped from the Paluxy as

well as natural flow from its tributary,

Wheeler's Branch. The reservoir will

provide water for irrigation, industry

and drinking in Somervell County and

the towns within. At only 169 acres of

surface area, the impoundment will be

100-fold smaller than the proposed

Allens Creek reservoir, but the water will

provide the county enough water for the

foreseeable future.

The Wheeler's Branch and the larger

Allens Creek off-channel reservoirs

were planned with TPWD's input, and

that of other stakeholders. They stand

as examples of collaborative efforts pro-

viding more environmentally friendly

solutions. However, off-channel or on,
each reservoir is unique, and its bene-

fits should be weighed against costs.

Janice Bezanson with the Texas Con-

servation Alliance (formerly the Texas

Committee on Natural Resources)

says, "We are opposed to all unneeded

reservoirs or reservoirs for which there

is an economically feasible lower-

impact alternative."

"Off-channels aren't magic bullets to

solving our water problems," says

Mayes. They do provide water supply

while causing less environmental dam-

age than a larger on-channel reservoir.

Combined with water conservation,

water reuse and other low-cost water

supply options, off-channel reservoirs

provide a step in the right direction -

a direction that helps meet the needs

of people while minimizing impacts on

the environment. And that, after all, is

a step toward sustainability. *
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Engineers have identified three potential sites, two on the

Sulphur River and one on White Oak Creek, a tributary of

the Sulphur.

Max Shumake, alleged "radical environmentalist,"

founder and unofficial leader of local grassroots opposition

to Marvin Nichols Reservoir, showed up for lunch at the

Diamond J. Grill, wearing clashing camouflage pants, T-

shirt and cap. No one seemed to notice.

Shumake's roots in the Sulphur River country go back five

generations. His sister Shirley lives in the family home

place, a dog-trot, board and bat house built around 1910 by

their grandfather, Alfred Latimer Shumake.

THE
STATjE PROPOSED MARVIN NICHOLS

OF RESERVOIR SITE
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They could lose several hundred acres to the reservoir.

In 2002, the brother and sister formed the Sulphur River

Oversight Society (SOS), a group of local landowners,

business people and activists dedicated to fighting the

reservoir project.

Between bites of cheeseburger, Shumake said, "I told

Shirley we could fight this thing and they might still end up

building a lake. But if we don't fight it, they'll build a lake

for sure."

Shumake lobbied neighbors, friends, anyone who'd lis-

ten. Texas Conservation Alliance, National Wildlife

Federation and the Sierra Club offered organizational and

public relations support. By 2005, a few e-mails and phone

calls would pack a public meeting or senate conference

room with well-informed SOS members.

"We've had our differences around here, but this fight has

brought family, friends and community back together,"

Shumake said.

In response to the 1954-56 "drought of record," the

Texas Legislature created the Texas Water Development

Board and voters approved a constitutional amendment

authorizing issuance of $200 million in bonds to fund

water development.

For the first 40 years of TWDB's existence, water plan-

ning was a top-down affair. Agencies took a broad view of

water needs and proposed solutions, primarily reservoirs.

In 1950, Texas had 66 major reservoirs. By 1998, there

were 196.

In 1997, after another year-long drought, the 75th
Legislature passed Senate Bill 1, which designated 16

regional groups to plan for the state's water needs over the

next 50 years. Plans are updated on a five-year basis and

submitted to the Water Development Board for approval

and inclusion in the State Water Plan.

In theory, this approach fosters grassroots water plan-

ning. Each regional group, composed of about 20 members

representing the region's stakeholders - agriculture, busi-

ness, water development, industry, environmental and oth-

ers - ensures that their region's needs are met and their

resources are protected.

Critics contend that some of the planning groups are

self-electing boards dominated by representatives of water

and urban business interests with little regard for rural and

environmental concerns.

The Region C Water Planning Area includes 16 North

Texas Counties, with Dallas-Fort Worth at its center. The

Region D Water Planning area is largely rural and encom-

passes all or parts of 19 counties in Northeast Texas, includ-

ing the proposed Marvin Nichols Reservoir sites.

In its 2006 Water Plan, the Region C Planning Group

recommended construction of the reservoir as a water man-

agement strategy to be implemented by 2030.

The Region D Planning Group did not. Their plan states

that in recommending construction of the reservoir,

Region C fails to adequately protect the state's water, agri-

cultural and natural resources.

Therein lies the heart of the conflict; and it's not merely

a fight between preservationists who oppose dams on prin-

ciple and water developers who want to build reservoirs.

Rather, it's a battle over whether or not a region's right to

protect its own resources - including wildlife, rural com-

munities, local culture and economy - should be secondary

to urban interests.

Region C planners have good reason to be worried about

water. Planners believe the region's population could grow

98 percent, to over 13 million, by 2060.

According to a 2004 Texas Water Development Board

survey, Dallas had an average water use of 238 gallons per

capita per day (GPCD) compared to the statewide average of

173 GPCD. Some of the suburbs used even more. In con-

trast, San Antonio boasts an average of 140 GPCD. The

2007 State Water Plan projects the GPCD for Dallas will

increase to 256 gallons per person per day by 2060.

National Wildlife Federation calculations, which compare

winter consumption to peak summer consumption, indicate

that during the height of summer, as much as 55 percent of

Dallas' water goes for outside use - swimming pools, lawns

and landscaping.
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The 2006 Region C Water Plan estimates that the region

used 1.4 million acre-feet of water in 2000 and, accounting

for growth, will need 3.3 million acre-feet in 2060.

The plan's $13.2 billion strategy calls for three new

impoundments in addition to Marvin Nichols: Fastrill Reser-

voir on the Neches River in Anderson and Cherokee Counties,

Lower Bois d'Arc Creek Reservoir in Fannin County, and

Ralph Hall Lake on the Sulphur River in Fannin County.

Including currently available supplies, conservation measures

and connection to existing supplies, the plan provides 4.1 mil-

lion acre-feet per year - about 20 percent more than the pro-

jected 2060 need. While this overage provides a safety margin

against unexpected population growth and unprecedented

drought, it's also roughly equivalent to the amount of water that

would be provided by the four new reservoirs.

According to investigations by Texas Conservation Alliance,

Lake Wright Patman, located downstream from the proposed

Marvin Nichols Reservoir site, could supply an additional

300,000 to 500,000 acre-feet per year if some of its flood

storage capacity were allocated to water supply.

TCA also believes that Lake Texoma, on the Texas-Oklahoma

border, could provide Region C an additional 800,000 acre-

feet per year. Though some desalination would be required, a

study by Austin firm HDR Engineering concluded that, given the

lake's proximity to the Dallas area and even with the high price

of pipelines, the process could be achieved at a cost comparable

to or less than construction of another big reservoir.

Likewise, according to TCA, Toledo Bend and Sam Rayburn

could provide hundreds of thousands more acre-feet of water

than the amounts allocated to those reservoirs in the Region C

Plan. With desalination, the Brazos River could provide a few

hundred thousand acre-feet to the Fort Worth suburbs.

Janice Bezanson, executive director of TCA is quick to point out

that Region C planners assumed an average water use of 197

GPCD when calculating future needs. "Even the most trivial con-

servation effort will get the Metroplex well below that," she says.

Jim Parks, executive director of North Texas MunicipalWater

District and chairman of the Region C Planning Group, agrees

that conservation is key to any responsible water strategy but

doubts that conservation alone will be enough.

"If we're going to double our population, we need all the

conservation strategies we can get people to comply with vol-

untarily," he says. "I'm being asked to plan for conservation,

but I have no authority to make it occur."

Although he agrees that Wright Patman and other reservoirs

could supply additional water, Parks believes that maintaining

lakes at near flood level could damage surrounding upland

habitat and impact stream flows.

And he remains unconvinced that desalination of large

quantities of Lake Texoma water is a viable approach at pres-

ent. "We're constantly looking at it," he says. "If somebody

gets it figured out, I need to be talking to him."

Marvin Nichols Reservoir does have supporters in Northeast

Texas. Tommy Spruill, executive director of Titus County

Freshwater Supply District I, believes his region needs the

additional water. "All of our water is currently under con-

tract," he says. "We have enough to maintain status quo, but
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we're growing, and when some industry wants to move in and

needs several thousand acre-feet of water, we don't have it. We

could do something on our own, but why would we want to do
that if somebody else is willing to pay the full cost of building

a lake?"

According to Rollin MacRae, TPWD's Wetland Conservation

Program team leader, Texas had lost 63 percent of its hardwood

bottomlands to logging, reservoir construction and other

activities by 1980.

"When we're looking at impacts from large projects such as
reservoirs, we consider any bottomland in East Texas
threatened," MacRae says.

Theoretically, the wildlife habitat loss caused by Marvin

Nichols Reservoir would be mitigated by acquisition of a
greater amount of high-quality habitat, which would then be
managed and protected. But Tom Cloud, a field supervisor

with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, doubts there will be
enough bottomland left in the Sulphur River basin.

"If we can't find it there, we'll just keep moving out," he
says. "It's going to be extremely hard to find anything of this
magnitude and quality."

Most likely, mitigation will be accomplished by acquiring
and intensively managing a much greater amount of lower-

quality habitat. As an example, the Corps of Engineers miti-
gated wildlife habitat loss from construction of 23,000-acre
Jim Chapman Lake (formerly Cooper Lake) by acquiring

40,000 acres of private property - lands that now make up
Cooper and White Oak Creek Wildlife Management Areas.

Except for military service during World War II, bachelor

brothers Seaby and Olen Love - the Love boys - have lived
their lives hunting, fishing, trapping, logging and running
stock in the Sulphur River basin. They could lose their farm to
Marvin Nichols Reservoir.

I sat with them in their living room as the late-afternoon sun

lighted walls paneled by wood the boys cut in the river bottom.
Seaby, the younger of the two, did most of the talking. Olen
added sparse commentary, mostly for emphasis.

"I've never drawed a check and never worked at a public job,"

Seaby said. "But we've caught a right smart number of coons,
and cut some timber, and one year we raised 700 hogs."

"It's all we know to do," Olen said. He nodded out the front
door. "Our mother and daddy are buried right over here in

this graveyard, and that's where we want to be buried. This

reservoir will be the ruination of this country."

Ruination might be a little hard to mitigate.

DetaidS
Texas Water Development Board, <www.twdb.state.tx.us>
Region C Water Planning Group, <www.regionewater.org>
Sulphur River Basin Authority,<www.sulphurriverbasinauthority.org>
Northeast Texas Water Coalition,<www .waterfortomorrow.org/mis

sion.htnm
Texas Conservation Alliance (formerly the Texas Committee on Natural

Resources, <www.tconr.org>
National Wildlife Federation, <w Anwf.org>

Lone Star Chapter, Sierra Club, <www.texas.sierracluh.org>
Historic Sulphur River, v i.sul phurriverinet>
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A fountain flows in front of an upscale

housing development near Dallas.
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A boat glides past multimillion-dollahmes onthe
shres of Lake Ray Hubbard, justoutside of Dallas.
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Ii lappIl [pidG G , says Paul Kisel, park

perintendent at Eisenhower State Park. We're standing on a wooded bluff

ing out on the southeastern edge of Lake Texoma, with the park's boulder-

ed swimming area to the right and a triple-winged fishing inlet called Butter-

Cove to the left. Oklahoma, with whom Texas shares the lake, lies across the

iy. A major bass tournament has just been completed, and the fancy bass

ats are headed for home. The lake's permanent armadas of sailboats, power-

boats and yachts have put in for the day at the park's Eisenhower Marina and

doz o (f other marinas nestled in coves aronrl the lake

Owners of small aluminum flat-

bottomed boats have hoisted them onto

trailers, dumped the water from the ice

chests and headed for the tents and RVs

dotting the park campgrounds, ready to

twist the cap on a cold drink and spin yarns

about the day's catch. Texas lakes have been

providing happiness places for generations

of Texans, and this windy point on the

northern edge of the state's Prairies and

Lakes region is a good place to begin a

plunge into Texas lake culture. Lake, of

course, is a term we use loosely in Texas.

When we refer to lakes, we're usually talk-

ing about rivers that have been harnessed

into reservoirs for flood control, water

supplies or power generation. There are

close to 200 major man-made reservoirs

in Texas, and only one major "naturally"

formed lake, though even that one,

Caddo, only dates back a couple of cen-

turies or so. And yet our "lakes" have

become so much a part of our landscape

and our history- and our way oflife - that

you could swear they've always been here.

Who can imagine a time before you could

catch lunkers in Lake Fork, tack across Tex-

oma or party hearty on Lake Travis?

Texoma is one of the state's many "bor-

der" lakes - since rivers often define bor-

ders, it's not surprising that Texas has so

many lakes that straddle boundaries. The

dividingline between Texas and Oklahoma

runs right through Lake Texoma, along

the original course of the Red River. The

Texas side has bluffs (making it less vulner-

able to fluctuating river levels) and red-

dish sand, while the Oklahoma shores tend

to be flatter. Although there are no blink-

ing markers in the middle of the lake

telling you when you've left Texas, you'll

need an Oklahoma fishing license once

you hit Oklahoma water - a remnant of

oldborder wars, observes Paul Kisel. Tex-

oma, at more than 89,000 acres, is big

enough to support several different kinds

of lake people, from Dallas socialites and
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celebrities enjoying the scenic backdrop

for their decorator yachts to professional

anglers looking to hook a record striper

and locals plying the coves to check their

trotlines for blue cats.

Texoma, in fact, is famous for the size of

its blue cats, including the late former

world record-holder Splash, caught from

a bank, which wowed the visitors at the

Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center in

Athens. What's more, Texoma is the only

Texas lake where striped bass spawn, and

according to Kisel, the water can some-

times appear to be boiling with them. If

you stop at a gas station or convenience

store near the lake, you'll probably find T-

shirts sporting the motto "Hook'em" (not

referring to the University of Texas foot-

ball team) and vats full of live bait swim-

ming around, including waterdogs, which

are good to "hit the bass on the head," as

one store owner told me, when they're

distracted by spawning.

You can almost always catch a breeze at

Texoma, and the strong winds that roar

down from the north, which can turn the

lake's waters into ocean-like chop, are a

boon to the lake's many sailing aficionados.

Texoma sailboaters form perhaps the most

tight-knit sporting community on the lake.

The Texoma Sailing Club, which sails out

of the Grandpappy Point Marina, just

down the shore from Eisenhower Park,
has more than a hundred member fami-

lies. Many of them are from the Dallas-

Fort Worth area, with associate member-

ships for people who crew for the boats.

The club holds countless races, and

according to club commodore Vicki

Maxcy, it's built around the racing pro-

gram. "Sailboat people tend to be fairly

competitive people," says Maxcy, who lives
in McKinney and runs a hair salon as her

day job. The club also holds plenty of social

events, including a Jimmy Buffett night,

and helps put on the annual LakeFest

Regatta that attracts boats and sailors from

around the country.

Just two hours' drive southeast of Tex-

oma, on the edge of the Pineywoods, is

Lake Fork, which feels a world away from

Texoma. With treetops poking out of the

water, fishing camps lining the banks, and
bass boats maneuvering in nearly every

cove, Lake Fork appears to be all business

- bass business, that is, though catfish and

crappies have come on strong, too.
According to one study, the fishing busi-

ness brings in between $27 to $28 million

a year to the area. Instead of yacht captains

or sailing skippers in topsiders, the big
wheels here are the bass guides, with decal

ads for their boat and motor sponsors

emblazoned on their hats, vests and boats.

The marinas and motels here tend to be on

the basic side, though owners of the bigger
bass boats on the lake seem to spare no

expense on equipment, with fishing plat-
forms so big and sturdy it's like casting

from an oil rig.

TPWD biologist Kevin Storey says that

there are a number of factors that have

made Lake Fork the mother lode for tro-

phy largemouth bass. One is the "struc-

ture" provided by the trees that were left on

the lake bottom when the lake was first

filled. Another is the strict slot system (only
bass less than 16 or more than 24 inches

can be kept) that has evolved into a "catch-

and-release mentality," says Storey.

There's a kind of lake etiquette, he

says, that has been established on the lake

by years of trial and error. "There are

dos and don'ts," he says, including not

keeping your bass for bragging rights and

not dousing folks in small boats with

your wake as you zoom by in your 21-foot

Triton. There is potential conflict

between different resource users, he says,

"particularly with new users who didn't

grow up on the resource, living and

breathing it, and learning from their

parents and grandparents."

When I stop for lunch at the Bass

Lantern Cafe, which anchors the Minnow

Bucket Marina, pickup trucks and bass-

boat trailers are everywhere. I'm meeting

bass guide Rick Loomis, who has brought

in a group from the Midwest for lunch

and a respite from the 30 mph winds that

have kicked up. He says that in 13 years of

guiding, he's never had a client ask to keep

a fish. "Lake Fork has a mystique," he says,

and part of the mystique is "knowing that

the 1o-pound bass you caught one year will

still be there the next, but even bigger."
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Fork, he says, is a "bass fishing jewel that has

been protected and taken care of." He

admits that there is considerable competi-

tion for trophy bass on the lake, although

there are fewer tournaments here because

of the slot rules. It's difficult to keep secrets

about bait and location - not only from

anglers but from the fish. "With 375,000

people coming here every year, and every

one of them throwing bait, it doesn't take

long to educate the fish," he says.

I live a stone's throw from one of the six

Highland Lakes, Lake Austin. With a vis-

ible current, my lake still feels more like a

river than a lake. If the Colorado were a

snake, the Highland Lakes would consti-

tute the series of bulges along its Central

Texas coils, as though the Colorado had

eaten a seven-course banquet. Each lake,

from Lake Buchanan, the top bulge, to

Town Lake (the unofficial seventh High-

land Lake), the slender segment at the

bottom that runs through downtown

Austin, feels remarkably different, though

the shoreline surrounding the lakes has

been changing r apidly, filling up with lux-

ury houses and resorts.

The eagles still fly over big, blustery Lake

Buchanan, and you can kayak your way up

a fairly wild tributary to watch them and

then relax at the comfortable Canyon of

the Eagles resor-. Lake Marble Falls is still
full of fast speedboats, and Lake Travis

still attracts gaw;_ers to clothing-optional

Hippie Hollow lke sailors to the Lorelei.

However, the lake now seems to be sur-

rounded by residents sunning themselves

on their docks as boatloads of frolicking

college students Toom by, trailed by show-

offs on wake boards. Fortunately, there

are still plenty of rocky coves at Pace Bend

Park where you can swim and splash

around in peace, and you can even camp

there with your horses and dogs.

Inks Lake, a tiny jewel of a lake that lies

just below Lake Buchanan, seems the most

impervious to change of all the Central

Texas lakes, partly because so much of its

shoreline is owned by TPWD and by the

legendary Camp Longhorn, where many a

Texan learned how to paddle. Inks Lake

State Park, the only state park on the

Highland Lakes, is the second most pop-

ular camping site among state parks (after

Garner), and it's usually completely

booked from March through Thanksgiv-

ing. Like Garner, it's a place where fami-

lies come for gene-ation after generation.

The park's interpretive ranger, Rob

Smith, says that his parents first brought

him here as a "diapered baby."

When I visited this year during spring

break, the park was packed. And yet it still

felt like the peaceable kingdom, with fami-
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lies and church groups camped next to

retirees in RVs, and picnickers spreading

out goodies next to impromptu volleyball

games. I could hear several different lan-

guages being spoken, partly the result of a

diversity outreach effort by TPWD. An

extended family from India was singing

Hindi songs as they loaded into rented

canoes at the launch site next to the park

store. Kayakers were heading out toward

the heron rookery across the lake and up to

the Devil's Waterhole and its perfect tiny

waterfall, with clear water tumbling over

pink granite rocks.

I could see determined anglers chugging

toward the Lake Buchanan dam, where

folks have been pulling up huge striped

bass for years now. Paul Kisel, who served

here prior to going to Lake Texoma, says

that his mother still owns the record for the

largest hybrid bass caught at the lake.

Meanwhile, city dwellers who had never

been fishing before were signing up for

angler education classes with Janet Bo-

hanan, volunteer fishing event coordi-

nator for the park. "People like having

such easy access to the lake and having so

much to do when they're here," she says.

"It's so relaxed here, but it's also more

structured than a lot of lakes, with so

many scheduled activities."

Pursuing bass and a

Perhaps the most unexpected lake in

Texas is Amistad, which comes on like a

mirage as you drive across the arid South-

west Texas landscape toward the Mexico

border. "It can take you aback, this large

body of water in the desert," says Greg

Garetz, park ranger for the Amistad

National Recreation Area. The reservoir is

fed by the Pecos, Rio Grande and Devils

rivers, three of the most scenic rivers in the

state. "The Pecos is our most majestic

area," says Garetz.

"It's like going into Yosemite, with these

awe-inspiring vistas ofhundred-foot cliffs

on either side," says Garetz. "We have three

different ecosystems coming together

here," with elements of the Big Bend and

the Chihuahuan Desert to the west, bits of

the coastal plains to the east, and remnants

of the Edwards Plateau to the north.

The winter Texans, who flockhere along

with waterfowl, wild turkeys, migratory

birds and butterflies, can get the best of

three worlds.

The lake only dates back to 1969, when

the Amistad Dam was built, creating the

65,000-acre international reservoir. But

people have been living and fishing along

these waters for some 12,000 years, mak-

ingAmistad's lake culture among the old-

est in the state. When you camp out at

Seminole Canyon State Park and Historic

Site, you're in good company. For some

300 generations, Native Americans

inhabited rock shelters hidden in these

canyons, cooking fires that blackened the

ceiling of the caves and painting images of

shamans and stylized animals racing

across smooth rock faces. Seminole and

Amistad National Recreation Area actu-

ally share the area's most dramatic archae-

ological site, Panther Cave, with its giant

painted panther, which draws visitors by

water as well as by land.

Among the newer cultures at the lake is

the growinghouseboat culture, withvisitors

coming from around the country to stay at

the floating homes away from home that

can be rented at the Forever Resort Marina

in the Amistad Recreation Area. "We get

families that rent more than one boat to fit

everybody. We get a lot of business people,

too, who come here to relax and enjoy the

gorgeous sunsets we have here," says Susan

Lively, a manager at Forever.

But an even newer culture has been

threatening to dominate the waters, at least

during tournament time. As plentiful

rainfall has raised the level of the lake, big

largemouth bass have become bountiful,

and the secret is out. When professional

anglers began coming to Amistad for tour-

naments last year, "they were flabbergast-

ed," says Greg Garetz. "They had never

seen so many big fish." Some even

decided to buy or build houses near

Amistad. The ranchland surrounding

the lake is rapidly giving way to subdivi-

sions. Perhaps someday the bass-bedaz-

zled anglers will begin painting their

own kind of pictographs for the benefit

of succeeding generations, complete

with hand gestures indicating the size of

the ones that got away. *

Pictographs at Seminole 'Ianyon'te P: ;
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THE FRONT LINE OF NEWS AND VIEWS

Winner of 12 Emmy Awards, our television
series is broadcast throughout Texas on local
PBS affiliates. In stereo with closed captions.

<www.tpwd.state.tx.us/tv>

AMARILLO: KACV, Ch. 2 / Sat. 6 p.m. (Oct. - March)
AUSTIN: KLRU, Ch. 18 / Sun. 9 a.m. / Mon. 12:30 p.m.
/ Fri. 5:30 a.m; KLRU2, Cable Ch. 20 / Tues. 11 p.m.
BRYAN-COLLEGE STATION: KAMU, Ch. 15 /
Thurs. 7 p.m. / Sun. 5 p.m.
CORPUS CHRISTI: KEDT, Ch. 16 / Sun. 12 p.m. /
Fri. 2 p.m.
DALLAS-FORT WORTH: KERA, Ch. 13 / Sat. 6 p.m.
(Oct. - March)
Also serving Abieneh Denton, Longview, Marshall, San Angelo,

Texarkana, Tyler, Wichita Falls. Sherman

EL PASO: KCOS, Ch. 13 / Sat. 3 p.m.
HARLINGEN: KMBH, Ch. 60 / Sun. 5 p.m.
Also serving McAllen, Mission, Brownsville

HOUSTON: KUHT, Ch. 8 / Sat. 3:30 p.m. / Fri. 1:30 p.m.
Also serving Beaumont/Port Arthur, Galveston, Texas City, Victoria

KILLEEN: KNCT, Ch. 46 / Sun. 5 p.m. Also serving Temple

LUBBOCK: KTXT, Ch. 5 / Sat. 10 a.m.
ODESSA-MIDLAND: KPBT-TV, Ch. 36 / Sat. 4:30 p.m.
PORTALES, NEW MEXICO: KENW, Channel 3 /
Sunday 2:30 p.m.
Also serving West Texas and the Panhandle region.

SAN ANTONIO & LAREDO: KLRN, O
Ch.9 / Sunday 1 p.m.
WACO: KWBU, Ch. 34 / Sat. 3 p.m

"PASSPORT TO TEXAS"

Your Radio Guide to the
Great Texas Outdoors

Join host Cecilia Nasti weekdays for a
90-second journey into the Texas Outdoors.

Producer and host: Cecilia Nasti,
(512) 389-4667. Check the following listing

for a station near you. Listen
Monday-Friday unless indicated otherwise.

Or listen on the Web any time:

<www.passporttotexas.org>

ABILENE: KACU-FM 89.7 / 7:06 a.m.,

1:46 p.m., 6 p.m.; KWKC-AM 1340!

6:29 a.m.

ALPINE: KSRU-FM 90.1 / Mon., Wed.,

Fri. 2 p.m; KVLF-AM 1240 / 7:10 a.m. ;

KALP-FM 92.7 / 7:10 a.m.

AMARILLO: KACV-FM 89.9 / 12:23 p.m

AUSTIN: ESPN Radio-AM 1530 /Sun.
9:20 a.m

AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN'S

INSIDE LINE: (512) 416-5700 category

6287 (NATR)

BEAUMONT. KLVI-AM 560 / 5:20 a.m.

BIG SPRING: KBST-AM 1490 / 10:55

a.m.; KBST-FM 95.7 / 10:55 a.m.

BONHAM: KFYN-AM 1420 / 6:40 a.m.

BRADY: KNEL-AM 1490 / 7:20 am.;

KNEL-FM 95.3/7:20 a.m.

BRYAN: KZNE-AM 1150 / 4:45 p.m.

CANTON: KRDH-AM 1510 /9:20 am.

CARTHAGE: KGAS-AM 1590 / 12:30

p.m.; KGAS-FM 104.3 / 12:30 p.m.

CENTER: KDET-AM 930 / 5:27 p.m.;

KQSI-FM 92.5 / 5:27 p.m.

CISCO: KCER-FM 105.9 12:00 p.m.

CORPUS CHRISTI: KEDT-FM 90.3
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4:34 p.m.; KFTX-FM 97.5 / 5:30 a.m.;

KVRT-FM 90.7 / 4:34 p.m.; KLUX-FM &

HD 89.5 / throughout the day

CROCKET. KIVY-AM 1290 / 8:20 a.m.,

KIVY-FM 92.7 / 8:20 a.m.

DENTON: Apostle Internet Radio online

/ 2:10 p.m.

DIMMIrn KDHN-AM 1470/ 10:30 a.m.

EAGLE PASS: KINL-FM 92.7 / 12:25 p.m.

EASTLAND: KEAS-AM 1590 / 6:50 a.m.,
5:15 p.m.; KATX-FM 97.7 / 6:50 a.m.,

5:15 p.m.

EL CAMPO: KULP-AM 1390 / 2:35 p.m.

EL PASO: KTEP-FM 88.5 / 12:15 p.m.

Thurs.

AnnD: KNES-FM 99.1 / 6:47 a.m. Sat.

:LORESULE: KWCB-FM 89.7 / 1:30 p.m.

FORT STOCKTON: KFST-AM 860 / 7:10

a.m.; KFST-FM 94.3 /7:10 a .m.

GRANBURV: KPIR-AM 1420 / 3:30 p.m.

GREENUILLE: KGVL-AM 1400 /

8:50 a.m.

HARLINGEN: KMBH-FM 88.9 / 4:58

p.m.; KHID-FM 88.1 / 4:58 p.m.

HEREFORD: KPAN-AM 860 / 2:50 p.m.;

KPAN-FM 106.3 / 2:50 p.m.

HILLSSORO: KHBR-AM 1560 /

9:30 a.m.

HOUSTON: KILT-AM 610 / Thur.-Sun.

between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m.

HUNTSVILLE: KSHU-FM 90.5 / through-

out the day

JACKSONVILLE: KEBE-AM 1400 /

7:15 a.m

KERRVILE: KRNH-FM 92.3 / 5:31 a.m.,
12:57 p.m., 7:35 p.m.; KERV-AM 1230/
7:54 a.m., 11:42 p.m., 6:42 p.m.; KRVL-

FM 94.3 /7:54 a.m., 11:42 p.m., 6:42

KILGORE: KZQX-FM 104.7, 101.9,

105.3/ 10:20 a.m., 4:20 p.m.

LA GRANGE: KBUK-FM 104.9 / 12:30

p.m.; KVLG-AM 1570 /12:30 p.m.

LAMPASAS: KACQ-FM 101,91/8:30

a.m.

LAREDO: KHOY-FM 88.1 / 7:18 a.m.

LEVELLAND: KLVT-AM 1230 ,

9:16 a.m.; KLVT-FM 105.3 / 9:16 arrn.

LLANO: KITY-FM 102.9 / 5:15 a.m., 1:15

p.m., 3:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m.

LUBBOCK: KJTV-AM 950 / overnights

MADISONVILLE: KMVL-AM 1220 7:45

a.m.; KMVL-FM 100.5 / 7:45 a.m.

MASON: KOTY-FM 95.7 / 5:15 a.m.,

1:15 p.m., 3:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m.

MESQUITE: KEOM-FM 88.5./ 8:15 a.n,

2:30 p.m., 8:30 p.m.

MINEOLA: KMOO-FM 99.9 / 5:15 p.m.

ODESSA: KCRS-AM 550/ 5:50 p.m;

KOCV-FM 91.3 / 7:35 a.m.

PECOS: KIUN-AM 1400 /10:30 a.rn

ROCKDALE: KRXT-FM 98.5 / 5:04 a.m,

6:04 a.m.

SAN ANGELO: KGKL-AM 960 6:32

a.m., 5:40 p.rn.

SAN ANtrONIO: KSTX-FM 89.1 / Tues. 2:04

p.m.

SEGUIN: KWED-AM 1580 / 7:55 a.m.

SULPHUR SPRINGS: KSSTAM 12301

11:15 a.m.

SWEETWATER: KXOX-FM 96.7 / 8:40

a.m.

TEMPLE: KTEM-AM 1400 /6:50 a.m.

TEXARKANA: KTXK-FM 91.5 / 2:02 p.m.

WACO: KBBW-AM 1010 / 3:58 p.m.;

KWGW-FM 104.9 / between 4 p.m and

6 p.m.

WiCHITA FALLS: KWFS-AM 1290 / 6:15

a.m., 7:54 a.,m-

"Passport to Texas" is available at
no cost to stations across the state.

For information fax (512) 389-4450 or
write to 4200 Smith School Road,

Austin, Texas 78744, e-mail
<info@passporttotexas.org>.
This series is made possible by:
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and a grant from:
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FREE
Information!

Circle the numbers on the card

that correspond to advertisers

that interestyou. Then mail

the postage-paid card.

1. El Paso Convention & Visitors
Bureau, pg. 9

800-351-6024

www.visitelpaso.com

2. GaaueBac i

3. LCRA,p.1

4. RVOS Insurance, pg. 11

800-381-0787

www.rvos.com/parks

Guadalupe-Blanco River Trust, pg. 9
800-413-4130

www.gbrtrust. org

LR, pg. 10
www.lcra. org

5. slickFISH, pg. 19
866-378-FISH (3474)

www.slickfishlure.com

6. Spincast Wildlife Feeders, pg. 94
800-950-7087

www.spincastfeeders.com

7.

8.

Texas Hill Country River Region, pg. 16
800-210-0380

www.thcrr.com

Texas Land Bank, inside back
cover

888-467-6411

TexasLandBank. com

9. Texas Waffle Maker, pg. 18
www.texaswafflemaker.com
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Andatjus:65 acres, thelakeissmallenough

to see across but big enough to hold boats.

Lake lovers have to keep it under five miles

per hour and there are no personal water-

crafts allowed. While Ellis says the lake is ideal

for kayaks and canoes it's actually not bad for

motorized boats since you might be the only

one out there. If you do find yourself alone

onthelake, you'llhaveyour pickofbass, crap-

pie and catfish.

No need to worry about lake levels at this

park. Even though the lake was lowlastyear,

it's getting better. "We're in good shape,"
says Ellis. Regular rainfall as well as the fact

that they're not a water source for anybody

has helped. Plus, Ellis adds, even when it

was low, there was never a problem with silt-

ing. "It's such a clean lake," he says.

Many come out to use the clean, no-name

lake just for the day. Ellis estimates that 70

percent ofhisvisitors are dayuse. They most-

ly drive frcm the Dallas area and specifi-

cally from north of the Metroplex (Frisco,

Plano, Allen and McKinney). Their busiest

day? The Fourth of July, when he expects

to be pac <ed. For those who want to stay

overnigh:, the park has 21 campsites.

Keeping with its intimate reputation, the

sites form a circle (perfect fc- social hour).

r to socialize with people you already know,

you have to check out their group camping area with bar-

id a private gate, it has five large cabins and

a dining hall (which has its own commercial kitchen). With

plenty of bunk beds and even a game room, the area can

hold up to 94 campers. It's popular with church and Scout

groups who love the privacy. the nice accommodations (each

cabin has an A/C window unit) and their proximity to the

lake and 11 miles of hike and bike trails.

While Bonham's popularity may grow and the lake may

rise, Ellis has no plans to change the park's intimate setting.

It will always be small, low-key and friendly. As he says, "It's

a park you come to to kick back."

For more information call (903) 583-5022 or visit

<www.tpwd.state.tx.us/Bonham>. *

Bonhe, am. State Parkham tateParxIf you'd prefer

nike ad mingle with your fellow campers
racks. Set behind

iroud lke with no name.

"I always call it intimate," says Lee Ellis, Bonham State

Park's superintendent. The 262-acre park is packed with

y t like hiking, biking, camping and boating. He

s that le park's size makes people more likely to mingle.

"We get lots of repeats," he says. "I get to know the campers.

It's a compact little park."

As soonasyou enterthe park (which is about 60 miles north-

east of Dallas), you spot the lake. Don't mistake it for Lake

Bonham. though. That's a different body of water just north

oftown. No, this lake is so special it doesn't even have a name.

Ellis says some people call it Bonham State Park Lake, which

is appropriate since i:'s the epicenter of the park. -Elsa K. Simcik
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Cooper Lake State Park
Hurry before the crowds discover -his northeast
Fexas haven.

If you make your way to Northeast Texas tc visit Cooper Lake
State Park, you'll find panoramic views -len-y of bass and
deluxe cabins for sleeping. And the best yar:? You might have
this pretty much all to yourself. "It doesn't get that crowded
because lots of people don't know abou: it," says Rodney
Franklin, the park's superintendent.

Why the secret? With its opening in the mid-9os, Cooper
is a relatively new park. It's made up of two units - South Sul-
phur (which is a little over 2,cOO acres) and Doctor's Creek
(about 700 acres). Franklin manages oath of them and

explains that the secrets don't end there.

"We have the gamut of recreation," he says. This includes
a nice beach area where visitors can relax. vlay or hop in the

coo water. The 19,0Do-plus acre lake is iceal for jet skiing
and boating.

That is, when conditions are ideal. And Lt s no secret that
they haven't been for awhile. Cooper Lake like most other

lakes in Texas, has suffered from low laze levels - last summer
being no exception. The lake can blar- its low levels on
drought and the fac: :hat it is a water scarce for Dallas, just
about 90 miles away.

While the state of tne lake forced Franklin to close the park's
boat ramps last year - causing a decrease in visitation - he has

higher hopes for this year. Thanks to so-ne good winter rain
he's >een able to open two of his boat ramFs. And that's espe-

cially great news for fishermen The park features a wooded

area just f:'r fishing that makes the bass-catching opportuni-

.ies even better.

Franklin says that most of their visitors (both to the South

Sulphur unit and Doctor's Creek) come just for the day. But
fcr those who do come tc spend the night, the park boasts a

nice variety of facilities. They've got everything from primitive

camping sites to traditional camping sites to eques-rian sites.

Sure, you have to bring your own hcrse but each equestrian
site -ncludes a 20-foot tether post. Tnere are also 13 miles of
trails for four-legged friends. And even if your group consists
only of capnFers with two legs, you can still hike on the five
miles of nature trails.

Besides the camp sites, the Sou:h Sulphur Unit also features

indcor facilities at different levels of luxury. At the top level
there are :4 cabins which are as nice as any hotel with the

added borus cf lake views. For $85 per night during peak
season you get a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bath plus

r-ens. If you don't need cui:e all that luxury you can opt for
a furnished cottage (at $45 per night with no linens or bath-
room) or the basic screened shelter (for $25).

Nc matter if you come for the day or stay for the night (in lux-

ury or otherwise), you might want to hurry to Cooper Lake
State Park. With the lake levels looking better they're sure to draw
more crowds this summer. Guess that means the secret's out.

For more information call (903;) 945-5256 or visit
<www.tpwd.state.tx.us/cooperlake>.

- Eka K. Simcik
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• 30-year perforation wani
• Full technical Engineering support i u
" Fully customized to meet your needs
"Factory-direct usavins

TEX
ARCHEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY
PRESERVE YOUR HERITAGE

Join us for Annual Meeting in San Antonio,

Oct. 26-28

www.txarch.org (800) 377-7240

HOLIDAY
GIFT GUIDE

COMING IN THE
NOVEMBER 2007 ISSUE

contact Jim Stone
512-912-7007

jim.stone@tpwd.state.tx.us

www.MARSHRIDER.COM OR (903) 898-

Boat Inspections / Appraisals
By accredited and certified marine surveyor/

inspector and appraiser Donald Patterson.

Corpus Christi (361) 884-1033

GULF COAST KAYAK ADVENTURES
gndedsu e ssnet and birling paddling tours
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WF.STERNGENERALSTORE.COM

•Antique Reproductions

•Texas Gifts & Western Decor

866-48-H IAPPY

Mary Jean Adams

atvcs
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GOODS AND SERVICES FOR THE OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST

M A R K ET P L A C E
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: (512) 912-7007
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* The Great Stays of Texas (HAT)
includes the state's

finest bed & breakfast

inns, country inns,

guesthouses and

distinctive hotels.
The HAT seal of

approval mncurs that the property is not
only beautifu but unique, sparkling clean
and also is full of I exas charm. For a full

listing of HAT accommodations, viis t us at
wvwwshat.org )r cal (800) HAT-0368.

* Gruene Mansion Inn. Premier romantic
B&B, next door to Gruene Hall and

overlooking the Guadalupe River... a little

Texas Magic.

www.GrueneMansioninn.com (830) 629-2641

* The Lamb's Rest Inn. Located on the
Guadalupe River. Featuring garden with

fountain, pool, and hot tub, private

balconies and fireplaces. Delightful breakfasts

often served alfresco.
www.lambsrestinn.com (888) 609-3932

* Texas Ranch Life Restored historic Texas

homes on 1,4C0-acre ranch between

Bellville & Chappell Hill. Weekend rental

includes bass fishing, trail and chuck-wagon

rides, cutting, bird/coyote/raccoon hunting

and cow works available.

www.texasrancilife.com (866) TEXASRL

* Mariposa Ranch. Cabins, fireplaces, T
acuzzis

for two, dinners, carriage rides, "Enchanted

Evening" packages. - Southern Living

www.mariposaranch.com (877) 647-4774

* Meyer B&B Dn Cypress Creek, Hill

Counry, mid- 800s stage stop, Texas

landmark. Pool, hot :ub, fireplaces, golf.

www.meyerbedardbreakfast.com (888) 395-6100

* The Full Moon Inn. Quiet, peaceful,
Lireplaces, whirlpool tubs, full breakfast,

(800) 997-1124

* Palo Alto Creek Farm. Landmark
historic Germer -Texas farmstead on the

creek. Ancient caks, abundant wildlife, Hill

Country tranquality. Beautifully renovated

log cabin, barr, farmhouse all with private

spa therapy roorms.

www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (800) 9E7-0089

* Settler's Crossing Bed and Breakfast.
Private historic log cabins and cottages

spread over 35 park-like acres, just minutes

from town.

wsww.settlerscrossi ag.com (800) 874-1020

* The Whistler B&B. 1859 Victorian
home, lovingly restored. Original antiques.
Peaceful atmosphere on 3 wooden

Gourmet breakfast.
www.thewhistlerbnb.com

* Historic Kuebler-Waldrip Haus &
Danville Schoolhouse. 4 3 -acre deer
haven near Gruene, rivers. Getaways,
reunions, weddings, corporate retreats. 10

luxurious rooms, Jacuzzis. Delicious breakfasts.

www.kueblerwaldrip.com (800) 299-8372

Fredericksburg - Sunday House Inn &
Suites.
www.SundayHouselnn.com (888) 900-0058

Kerrville - Best Western Sunday House Inn.
www.BestWesternKerrville.com (888) 900-8914

Kerrville - Holiday Inn Express Hotel &
Suites.
www.kerrvillemotel.com (800) 404-4125

Lake Whitney-Rocky Creek Lodge. Clean
cabins, 24-hr. fishing, largest covered fishing
& boat docks.
www.rockycreeklodge.com (254) 622-3383

Frio River Cabins. Overlooking the FRIO
RIVER with 175 acres of Texas Hill Country.
Off-Season Discounts.

www.friorivercabins.com (830) 232-5996

acres. Rio Frio Lodging & Nature Tours

(800) 404-2834 830-966-2320 A
Experience Hill Country Living in Private

Vacation Homes & Cabins /
s Near Lost Maples & Garner State Parks

e Birding, Big Tree, Nestbox Tours, Nature Trails, Natural
History & Awesome Sunset Bat Flights from Frio Cave.
www.friolodging.com www.hilicountryadventures.com

KNOLLE FARM AND RANCH
Bed, Barn, and Breakfast

Upscale inn on historic ranch near Corpus Christi.
Kayaking, Skeet Range, Equestrian, Fishing,

Weddmngs, Retreats and Gourmet meals.

(361) 547-2546 • www.knolle.com

Vieh's B&B. Centrally located in the Rio Grande

Valley, specializing in southern hospitality.

www.vieh.com (956) 425-4651

West Texas Oasis. Texas' largest concentration
of breeding Black-chinned hummingbirds.
Viewing room and 3 cottages are available year
round. Dan Brown,Box 555, Christoval, TX 76935

www.hummerhouse.com (877) 255-2254

CCJPA L s CA
BEA-HFRONT CONDOMINIM5

Port Aransas, Texas 1 -800- 221 -4981
www.coracay corm
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THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE
is The Full Moon Inn & Grill

A full service, romantic bed & breakfast minutes from
3 wineries, Wildseed Farms, Trade Days, Luckenbach

Dance Hall and Fredericksburg, Texas. We do
weddings, parties, reunions, car shows, bike rallies, etc.

First class, full catering service always available.

The Full Moon Inn & Grill
3234Luckenbach Road

Fredericksbur, TX78624 THE FULL MOON INN & GRILL
(800) 997-1124

uwnvw.fulmooninn.com or www.ta-weddingcom FREDERICKSBURG, Tx.

HOPES' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS

(8oo) 924-1008

WWW.HOOPESHOUSE.COMm

NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.

EIGHT ROOMS EACit WITH PRIVATE BATH.

FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED.CALL FOR BROCHURE.

weddings & reunions.

wvww.fullmoonina.:om

www.texas-wedding.com

t q

"Fine Country Livin'g at Its Best"

Watch the sun sink into the horizon mn a blaze of fiery reds
and oranges. In the last moments of the day's last light, a
hush envelops you. Perhaps the only thing to break the
silence is the flutter of bird wings overhead.

Innkeeper Mary Jean Adans invites you to experience
Quiet Oaks Bed and Breakfast to get away and relax.
Located 45 minutes south ofHouston in Danbury, Texas,
this 70 year-old home is a pleasure to stay in. Its many
windows bring the outdoor feel from all sides.

Additional options to make your weekend special:
• Guided kayak tour • Wine & Cheese Picnic

For more information, contact
Innkeeper MaryJean Adams at

(979) 922-1580

wwwquietoaksbedandbreakfast.com

THE GREAT STAYS OF TEXAS (HAT)

NEW B R A U N F E LS

T0UR1 M



GAME FEEDERS
" FEEDERS-mc..r) types,

capacit)-5 gal up to 85 gal
* CONTROLLERS- Digital, 24 hr

quartz clock, photoced
* CHARGERS-solar, 115 volt
• BATTERIES-6 volt o. -2 vol
• ACCESSORIES- funneis,varment

guards, leg kits, etc.
* Repairs-(ad major brzrsds)
• Warranty- 3 yecrs
• FREE CATALG G

(261)-261-0803
AGNUM

HUNTING PRODUCTS
www..9nagrwmhundrizg.co -Y

219 Brund Lane, Stafford, TX 774"7

k 0m

CALL JIM STCNE 512-912-7007FOR MORE N-J
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JOHN COWAN - JOHN DEARMAN ART PRNTS

W W.CHARLIESSALLERY.COM
PHONE 281-370-6945

HUNTING

CAMPS.
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Th se as Parks & Wildlife magazine is
the "Official Outdoor Magazine of Texas."
Each issue ofthis award-winning magazine
is packed with breathtaking color photos
and articles about wildlife and all kinds of
outdoor pastimes and passions.

What better way to enjoy the outdoors this summer than

with new outdoor gear? Everyone who subscribes from

May i through July 31, 2007 will be automatically entered
in a drawing to win an Academy Sports & Outdoors gift
card valued at $1,000. Five lucky winners will be drawn Acad
eaeb month, for a total of 15 winners

You can subscribe by calling (800) 937-9393
or online at www.tpwmagazine.com
* * *** * * * Please use key code A7SSPW * *

No purchase aEcessary. Yiu can pick up ant entry forrn at any Texas Parks and Wildiife Departmert Law
Enforcement office or onlkne at wsww.tpwd.state.tx.us/g-ftcard. The 3 drawings, 5 winners each month, wi 1
be held on 6'15/C7, 7/16/C7, 8/' 507. Each winner wil. receive a gift card wor-a X1,0-)-- in merchandise
provided by Academy Sports & Outdoors, -rcai sponsor of this promotion. This randcorn drawing will be
conducted at. TPWD Head-luaters in Austzn. TX. The odds of winning depend on :ne nrirer of entries and
are estimated tD < ecrease with each drawing gut are estimated to be 1 in 7,000 for the first drawing and 1
in 21,000 for the final drawing. -or official rules call 600-792-1112 (option 9, extension 2389#) or visit
www.t.pwd.staze.tx.us /giftc _rd.
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An even ng fishing adventure in the shad-
ow of Whitney Dam on Lake Whitney,
southwest of Dallas. According to pho-
tographer Grady Allen, the trick in this
situation is to "meter off" the most dom-
inating aspect of the picture - in this
case, the sky or the water, knowing that
the man and boy will be silhouetted.
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Find Farm Credit
It may be a ranch a farm o just a special getaway

But t pr-omnises peace ofrmind and a relaxed lHfesty'e.

It's your place. 888-467-6411
TexasLandBank.com

Financing for: C-untry Homes • Recreational Prcperty • Farms and Ranches • Agribusiness
I". Pat of th,, Iarm Credit `_vstenr
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